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MATT UHDE

News Editor
It used to be the case that if one were raped under the influence of alcohol, their
chances of prosecuting were slim.
Discouraging arguments such as "You were drunk. It was your own fault. What did
you expect?" would steer the victim away from the court room.
These circumstances are not uncommon nor unfamiliar. While a student at USD,
1994 graduate Claire Arcigea passed out after attending a party in the Dogpatch. She
awoke to discover an aquaintance sexually assaulting her.
Although she never wanted to prosecute because of the difficulties involved, rape
victims such as Arcigea now have a new law on their side.
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Tehran, Iran — A bride has
been sentenced to 85 lashes by
an Islamic court in Iran for
dancing with men at her wed
ding, a newspaper said.
The court in the holy city of
Mashhad sentenced 127 guests
at the Western-style wedding
to floggings or fines and jailed
Santa Rosa — The trial of the
man accused of kidnapping and
murdering Polly Klass may be
moved to another county be
cause an inordinate number of
residents believe he's guilty.
Jury selection will be sus
pended and hearings may be
gin as early as Sept. 18 to deter
mine whether the trial of Rich
ard Allen Davis should be
moved from Sonoma County,
Superior Court Judge Lawrence
Antolini said Friday.
Davis, 41, a parolee, is ac
cused of kidnapping Klass from
her bedroom during a slumber
party on Oct. 1,1993, and dump
ing her body near a highway.
Westminster — A man who
beat a dog to death with a softball bat after it mauled his son's
face was ordered to stand trial
on a charge of animal cruelty.
Alan Roberts, 29, acknowl
edged that he bludgeoned the
dog after it attacked 1-year-old
Andrew outside a coffeehouse

one man, the daily Kayhan re
ported.
Iranian police warned last
month that weddings had to be
organized according to strict Is
lamic rules, with separate rooms
for men and women and with
out dancing or unauthorized
music.
The groom's sister was sen
tenced to 75 lashes for dancing
with men and fined, but the
groom was only fined, the re
port said.
The court jailed the groom's
father for 18 months, ordered
him to pay $16,700 in fines and
seized some of his property, it
said. Other guests received sen
tences ranging form 20 to 85
lashes and were ordered to pay
fines, it added.
July 30 in Huntington Beach, but
he pleaded innocent last Thurs
day to a misdemeanor charge of
animal cruelty.
"I feel frustrated that I'm be
ing prosecuted and theowner of
the dog has not," Roberts said.
Doctors used 60 stitches and
plastic surgery to repair the boy's
face. Roberts said the toddler
has nightmares and is in coun
seling.
Monterey — April, a sea otter
is currently awaiting punish
ment for recent pranks. Right
now she is locked up in an
aquarium tank at the Monterey
Bay Aquarium until the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service decides
whether to try moving her away
from Monterey Bay or to keep
her in captivity.
In the past April has crashed
beach picnics and hopped on
surfboards. On Aug. 31, she
attacked a woman diving at Lov
ers Point in Pacific Grove. While

nicknamed Whiskey Flats. This
image is what city officials are
trying to change. They hope
that by banning all alcohol con
sumption at the beach the area
can become more family ori
ented.
Only a few beach front com
munities, such as Del Mar, al
low alcohol consumption. Oth
ers, such as Oceanside, Carlsbad,
Imperial Beach — By Thanks and Encinitas, have prohibited
giving it might be illegal to con it and alcohol consumption is
sume alcohol at Imperial Beach. allowed at certain times in
The Imperial Beach City Coun Solana Beach. In the city of San
cil unanimously voted to ban Diego, alcohol consumption is
alcohol consumption. A final either outlawed altogether or
vote will be taken later this limited to daytime hours along
the beach.
month.
The Sheriff's Department,
Since the Depression, Impe
which
patrols Imperial Beach, is
rial Beach's hard-drinking,
supporting
the alcohol ban. Lt.
rowdy image caused it to be
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Srinagar, India - A Kashmiri
separatist group holding an
American and three other
Westerners hostage extended
its Saturday deadline to kill
the captives.
In a statement to a local
newspaper, however, the AlFaran group warned the In
dian government not to waste
any more time in freeing 15 of
its jailed members in exchange
for the captives' freedom.
The statement did not set a
new deadline.
On Friday, the kidnappers
had warned that they would
execute the hostages if the gov
ernment did not free 15 im
prisoned reels by last night.
They have already decapitated
a Norwegian hostage.

the woman was not injured,
April approached the diver,
swam and jumped around her,
then grabbed her arm with her
teeth and "mouthed" her head,
said Jean Brennan, manager of
the aquarium's sea otter re
search and conservation pro- ,
gram.
Brennan said that even
though April was taught to live
on her own after being raised
at the aquarium, Monterey Bay
divers and visitors have retaught her to approach people.

Ron VanRaaphorst predicts
that the criminal activity at
the beach will be cut by 25
percent, because of the ban.
"It is clear that those com
munities that ban public alco
hol consumption generate
fewer alcohol-related calls for
service," VanRaaphort's re
port to the city council said.
"As a result, those communi
ties enjoy a more family-like
atmosphere in their public ar
eas and beaches."
There are mixed feelings in
the community about the ban.
While many are for the ban,
opponents have collected
1,400 signatures asking the
Imperial Beach City Council
to reverse the ban.

NEWS
Eye on Crime • Academics • Issues • Calendar
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New era starts with Hayes' convocation
«n

SlMONE FARAH
News Editor

USD president Alice B. Hayes was offi
cially introduced to the USD community
when she gave her first convocation ad
dress last Friday.
After Hayes was introduced by vice
president and provost Sally Furay, she
discussed goals, challenges and her vi
sion for USD's future.
As the warm welcoming applause
settled, she began to discuss goals, chal
lenges and her vision for the future.
"We begin a new school year filled
with excitement about what we might
accomplish in the year ahead," Hayes
said. "We also are sobered by the chal
lenges we will face and the ones we don't
even know yet, but will also face. I am
ready to meet them with you."
"I believe that our deepest challenges
will call for more than a bigger check
book," Hayes said. "They relate to our
community and to our values and to the
way we teach and the way we live the
academic life."
Hayes faced the audience with confi
dence and enthusiasm about the future
of USD. "And so my tenure as your presi
dent begins in a time of great promise
and great challenge."
"It is a different environment, but one I
sought," Hayes said in a Union-Tribune
article.
"I have spent my entire life in higher
education and believe deeply in its mis
sion," Hayes said.
Hayes has a full agenda for this year

Uur goal should be a
completely connected
University. This means
that all of us, students,
faculty,staff, administra
tors, can and will commu
nicate with one another
online and with the world.
ALICE B. HAYES,
USD President
JJ
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Alice B. Hayes gave her first convocation last Friday in the UC.
and the years to come. Emphasis will lay
dedication to teaching, excellence in
scholarship, student experiences, tech
nology, the global community and dem
onstration of quality.
One of Hayes' main goals is to con
tinue the university's dedication to teach
ing. She is proud of the preceptorial
program, small class sizes, experienced
TA's and strong curriculum. "This kind
of university is a good answer to the
public criticism of higher education,"
Hayes said.
"This university has the characteris
tics of a caring, intellectually vigorous,
small college, but we have the faculty
and learning resources of a doctoral
university," she continued.

Hayes also focused on the importance
of USD student experience and empha
sized not only academic growth, but indi
vidual growth as well.
Hayes is eager to take advantage of
today's technological opportunities.
While installation of the latest technology
is expensive, it is one of her top priorities.
"Our goal should be a completely con
nected university," Hayes said. "Ulti
mately, this means that all of us, students,
faculty, staff, administrators, can and will
communicate with one another online and
with the world."
Hayes' focus is not limited to the uni
versity, but it also extends to issues in the
community, state and world.
In addition, there are two grants being

institutionalized that will help the uni
versity incorporate people from many
different traditions as USD embraces the
global community.
"We havecome through the challenges
of the early years to solid maturity, we
must still continue to grow," Hayes said.
She plans to build and improve on the
solid foundation of the past. Relying on
her former experience, a clear agenda
and enthusiasm, she readies herself to
begin leading USD into a bright future.
During her five-year experience as ex
ecutive vice president and provost of
Saint Louis University, Hayes was in
charge of daily administration for 11,000
students. As reported in the San Diego
Union-Tribune, she looked for a student
oriented school where faculty interacted
with students out of class.

Increased enrollment crams campus housing
RODEL DlVINA
News Editor

mates in Maher, finds that the crammed
quarters can pose numerous burdens.
"Having four people in a room meant
With 1,765 students now living on cam forthree can be very hectic because of all
pus, USD's Housing Office had to assign the noise and commotion," Gonzales
additional students to rooms originally said.
Organizing the room also seems to
intended for fewer people.
According to Warren Muller, director cause some problems.
"There are only so many ways you
of Undergraduate Admissions, statistics
show that freshman enrollment at USD can arrange the furniture," Gonzales
has increased since last year, while na said. Sometimes the drawers get in the
way and if you have a computer, it's
tionally it decreased.
Compared with last year, an additional hard to find an unused outlet."
USD had originally expected more
140 freshmen requested housing at USD.
The rise in enrollment has had a big freshmen to live on campus, but several
did not show up during Orientation
impact on campus housing.
With limited space available where do week.
"Many double rooms in my complex
freshman live?
"Some of the rooms here have been had to be tripled in order to accommo
quadrupled, but the rooms are able to date students," said Marivi Evangelista,
accommodate that," said Larry Perez, a resident assistant in Phase A. "Once
the first week of school started many
the residence director of Maher Hall.
The fact that four people are living in returning students withdrew their res
many triple rooms in Maher doesn't seem ervations."
According to Evangelista, there is not
to bother all the residents.
"As long as you and your roommates an overcrowding problem. "Many of
respect each other, the lack of space in the the double rooms now have two resi
room won't even be an issue," said dents," she said.
Enrollment figures at USD are ex
Charles Panarella, a freshman living in
pected
to increase in the upcoming years,
Maher Hall.
but
there
are no plans to build addi
Other residents disagree. Antonio
tional
housing
buildings, Rick Hagen,
Gonzales, who also lives with three room

NATALIE WESELY/VISTA

What were once the typical triple dorm rooms in USD's Maher Hall
(pictured) and Camino and Founders Hall are now considered quadruples.
housing director at USD said.
"Most residence halls have reached ca
pacity," Hagan said. "However, the num
ber of housing requests did not top the

peak year, 1989, when 1817students lived
on campus."
"USD campus living just has this irre
sistible appeal," Hagan said.

NEXT WEEK IN NEWS:

SEX BIASED PRICING
READ ALL ABOUT IT IN THE VISTA!
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One of USD's founding faculty members dies

September 5
of her passing.
ergy towards the church and commu
Morning — A microwave on the first
"She was a very loving and a very nity.
floor snack area of Crossroads was sto
She obtained her first driver's license
Faculty, staff and friends gathered caring person," said Sister Betsy Walsh,
len,
Monday at USD's Founders Chapel in an English professor at USD. "She really at age 65, so she could provide her ser
memory of Sister Agnes K. Murphy, one loved people individually and whole vices outside the USD community. She
September 6
heartedly."
was coordinator of Adult Education at
of USD's first teachers.
Afternoon — A minor two vehicle ac
"She was dynamic and very humor Our Lady of Grace Church in El Cajon for
Sister Murphy, 83, died of natural
cident occurred on Santa Anna.
causes August 29, while visiting family ous, very spontaneous teacher," Sister seven years.
Sally Furay, vice president and provost
Between 1984 andl988, Sister Murphy • September 7
in Amarillo, Texas.
Sister Murphy, a native of St. Joseph, at USD, said to the San Diego Union- worked at the Immaculata and prepared
Noon — The back of a car was clipped
Mo., obtained her master's degree in Tribune. "She was demanding, but so adults for the rite of Christian initiation.
at the lower Olin parking lot
At age 76, she continued to aid the
philosophy in 1942 from Loyola Univer entertaining, so thoroughly organized
community
by volunteering to teach lit
and
logical,
that
it
was
easy
to
learn
from
sity in Chicago. She later earned a doctor
A student was contacted for shoplift
eracy
to
adults
at the Linda Vista Branch
her."
ate in history from Catholic University of
ing in the bookstore.
Sister Murphy also served as chair of Library and the St. Vincent de Paul Cen
America in 1949.
In 1931, Sister Murphy entered the the department of history and director of ter.
Three students were contacted fordrug
Sister Murphy also served on the board
Society of Sacred Heart. She took her Summer Sessions.
: paraphernalia in campus housing.
"It was a great life," she said in a 1993 of National Conference of Christians and
vows eight years later in Rome.
Jews and the San Diego Diocesan Evan
"I must say, I did not have a great Union-Tribune article.
September 9
"Sister Murphy was a woman of pro gelization Commission.
attraction to religious life," she once told
Afternoon — A minor two vehicle ac
Sister Murphy is survived by her sis
a reporter. "But I had an enormous at found prayer and that showed in her
cident occurred on Field House Road.
interactions with people," Sister Furay ter-in-law, Lillian Murphy of Amarillo,
traction to God's will."
Sister Murphy dedicated 25 years of said to the Union-Tribune. "She really Texas, her brother-in-law, Richard ; September 11
service to USD, before and after it be loved people and gave them all the time Snooks of St. Joseph, Mo., four nieces and
A student reported loosing their wallet
nephews and nine grandnieces and
came a coeducational institution. One of they needed."
: on Sept. 8.
"I had a hunger and thirst to be in the grandnephews.
the founding faculty in 1952, she was a
real
world of people," Sister Murphy
Donations in Sister Murphy's memory
professor of history, philosophy and the
; A student was contacted with for drug
said
in
a
1993
Union-Tribune
article.
may
be made to theSacred Heart Memo : paraphernalia in campus housing.
ology.
After retiring from USD in 1977, she rial Scholarship Fund at USD in care of
The USD community celebrated Sister
continued
to dedicate her time and en Advancement Services Department.
Murphy's life and attributes in sadness
A burglary to a residence was re- j
: ported.
S l M O N E FARAH
News Editor

Are you i:litere:sted in writing for
the VISTA?
AO* A L•
w

xj

Come into UC 1413 ot" call x4584for more info

September 12
An unknown vehicle backed into a :
: student's car near Copley Library.
September 13
Morning —- Two non-students were ;
contacted and arrested at Tecolote Can- :
yon with stolen bicycles.

-40
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USD Greeks receiving First or Second Honors for Spring Semester 1995
• Kyna Abel, Int'l Relations, AMI
Trever Acers, Undeclared, OK0
• Michelle Albrecht, Intn'l Relations, TOB
• Nicole Alexander, Int'l Relations, TOB
• Christopher Alioto, Business Admin., OK©
Ernie Amin, International Relations, AXA
Steven Ashton, Psychology, OK©
Alicia Atwood, Undeclared, AMI
• Salina Bambic, Business Admin., AMI
Sara Barber, Biology, AO
• Stephanie Beckord, Mass Media Comm., r<t>B
• Amy Berguson, Undeclared, KA
Heidi Boike, Undeclared, AO
Heather Bourne, Undeclared, AO
Carrie Brewster, English, KA
• Laura Burke, Underclared, AO
Erika Bylund, Div. Liberal Arts, AAll
• James Caldero, Business Admin., OK©
• Joan Caratan, Undeclared. AATl
• Kimberly Cassano, Div. Liberal Arts, TOB
Trina Christiansen, Mass Media Comm., r<t>B
Katherine Cogswell, Undeclared, AO
• Jennifer Coler, Psychology, KA
Mark Connelly, Political SCience, AXA
• Caila Coughfin, Psychology, AAI1
Melanie Cramer, Psychology, TOB
ft* Veronica Cramer, Undeclared, TOB
Colleen Crawford, Undeclared, AAI1
ft* Jody Cree, Div. Liberal Arts, AO
Monalisa Cunanan, Accounting, AO
• Jonathan DeCoite, Undeclared, XX
Emi Deguchi, Undeclared, TOB
• SusanDelio, Mass Media Comm., AO
Megan Deming, Undeclared, AO
Maggie DeRemer, Mass Media Comm., AAn
Marisa Devincentis, Business Admin., TOB
Kelly Devine, Undeclared, AO
• Sarah DeZurik, Undeclared, AAn
Jason DiGregorio, Biology, ATA
Chris Dishman, Intn'l Relations, ATA
• Dana Dubas, Div. Liberal Arts, TOB
• Armin Eberhard, Accounting, AXA

Danielle Elliott, Mass Media Comm., TOB
• Rachel Evans, Art, TOB
Danielle Ferrara, Undeclared, TOB
Elizabeth Fraim, Speech Comm., TOB
Jill Fuertges, Undeclared, A ATI
Sinead Gavin, Psychology, TOB
Sara Gelina, Undeclared, TOB
Lisa Gerbel, Business Administration, AO
Meghan Giunta, English, AAn
Sharon Goan, International Relations, AAn
• Karen Gordon, English, AAn
• Noelle Granich, Div. Liberal Arts, AAn
Nikki Graves, Undeclared, TOB
Eli Greenstein, Undeclared, XX
• David Haber, History, XX
• Elizabeth Hawthome, Anthropology, AAn
Eleanor Heiler, Undeclared, TOB
• Erica Heinzman, Anthropology, KA
• Matthew Hill, Mass Media Comm., ATA
Brian Hillins, Undeclared. OK0
Deidre Hollars, Undeclared, TOB
Chris Hutchison, Mass Media Comm., ATA
Camille Johnson, Psychology, KA
• Helena Johnson, Psychology, AAn
• Jacquelyn Jonas, Economics, FOB
• Christopher "Bud" Jones, Economics, XX
• Nikki Kanemaru, Psychology, AAn
• Heidi Kaney, International Relations, AAn
Kristen Kikuchi, English, AAn
Jennifer Knuff, Div. Liberal Arts, AAFI
Jennifer Kohnen, Undeclared, r<I>B
• Kelly Kreisle, Undeclared, AO
Kacey Kroeger, Undeclared, A<t>
Ann Leahy, History, TOB
• Michael Limtiaco, Business Econ., AXA
Katherine Lively, Div. Liberal Arts, FOB
• Amanda Lomont, Undeclared, TOB
ft* Frederic Ludwig, Business Econ., AXA
Lauren Marchant, Mass Media Comm., FOB
• Kimberly Mason, Business Admin., KA
• Mary Masterson, Div. Liberal Arts, A<l>
ft* Denise Mastro, Accounting, AO

Jennifer McCann, Psychology, roB
• Alison Stewart, Undeclared, TOB
Brian McDonnell, Intn'l Relations, XX
• Jason Stuempf ig, Economics. OK0
ft* Robert McGarry, Accounting, AXA
• Michael Sullivan, Undeclared, XX
Olga Mejia, International Relations, TOB • Taralyn Tanner, Div. Liberal Arts, TOB
Jason Mendonsa, Undeclared, AXA
• Shawna Terry, Accounting, TOB
John Michels, History, OK©
• Christina Theiss, Business Admin., AAn
• Kelly Minan, Div. Liberal Arts, AO
Ashley Thomas, Int'l Relations, TOB
ft* L a u r e n Minto, U n d e c l a r e d , KA
Jennifer Thomas, Int'l Relations, TOB
Lauren Moore, Undeclared, TOB
Amy Tran, Undeclared, AAn
Ciara Murphy, Undeclared. AO
Mary Trentham, Undeclared, AAn
A m y M y h r e n , U n d e c l a r e d , KA
Aaron Tudisco, English, OK0
Monica Nagy, Psychology, AAn
Heather Underwood, Speech Comm., TOB
Stephanie Nelson, Speech Comm., tob ft* Todd Vandervort, Undeclared, AXA
Amelia Newton, Business Admin., AAn
Joseph Vanore, Undeclared, AXA
• Mark Noizumi, English, ATA
Elloise Van Tonder, Underclared, KA
Kathryn Palmen, Mathematics, KA
• Gioia Wahhab, Undeclared, tob
Heather Parker, Undeclared, AO
Bryan Walsh, Psychology, AXA
ft* Eileen Peaper, Div. Liberal Arts, tob Casey Walton, Undeclared, AO
• Debbie Pearn, Div. Liberal Arts, AO
Brian Wantz, Mass Media Comm., OK©
Rebecca Perry, History, AAn
• Deron Warren, Biology, OK©
• Cari Peters, Undeclared, AAn
Natalie Wesely, Undeclared, AO
Christopher
Accounting, AXA Christy
vin ioiuuiiv-1 iPierson,
iv-ioun, iiv,wuiii.iiig,
lOiy Westad,
rruoUlU, lPolitical
Ulllltai Z-AICIIUC;
xxience, Itob
Carrie Quickenden, Speech Comm., AAn ft* Kristen Wiley, Accounting, AAn
Jennifer Ragazzo, Undeclared, AO
Shannon Williams, Speech Comm., AO
Melissa Rauh, Business Admin., AAn
• Kara Wolf, Undeclared, tob
ft* Amy Reardon, Business Admin., tob • Robert Woods, Physics, AXA
• Lisa-Victoria Reid, Undeclared, KA
Garrett Woodward, Ocean Studies, XX
• Hilary Reynolds, Div. Liberal Arts, AO • Krishna Zeller, Undeclared, AAn
• Kevin Rodgers, Undeclared, AXA
Dawn Zwibel, Div. Liberal Arts, tob
• April Rouge, Undeclared, AO
• Lisa Rouse, Art, AO
• FIRST HONORS (3.65 & ABOVE)
Katherine Ryan, Psychology, AAn
ft4.00 GPA
Camille Saussotte, English, tob
Todd Schmidt, Undeclared, OK©
Tammi Schnakenberg, Business Admin., AO
Kirsti Serafine, Accounting, AO
• Christine Silva, Undeclared. AAn
Highest Fraternity GPA
• Christopher Smith, Psychology, OK©
Lambda Chi Alpha 3.263
Lisette Soudant, Undeclared. AO
Kaine Stathakis, Business Admin., ATA
Highest Sorority GPA
ft* Jessica Stenger, Undeclared, tob
Kappa Delta 3.117
Jason Stein, Business Administration, OK©

Award Winners
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CALENDAR
The VISTA Calendar is a forum for providing information about Forum on Nuclear Testing opens Inter
campus and campus-related activities. It's easy! Just submit an national Security Series
The first in a series of Symposia on Inter
nouncements and/or pictures to the VISTA office, located down national Security will be on Friday, Sept.
22, from 1 p.m. - 5 p.m., in the Manchester
stairs in the University Center, or call ext. 2409for assistance.

THIS WEEK
San Diego Women in the Arts Confer
ence '95
The Imagination Station Communica
tions is presenting the S.D. Women in
the Arts Conference '95, on Sunday,
Sept. 17, from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., at The
Coffee Basket, 2641 Vista Way #3,
Oceanside. The conference is for all
women in the visual, performing and
literary arts and for those considering a
career in the arts. There will also be an
Oceanside/Carlsbad Art League Show,
vendors, an arts resource directory, an
evening music showcase and a raffle.
Admission is free. For more informa
tion call 726-3755.
U S D Divers Club diving classes
The USD Divers Club is offering diving
classes to interested members. Open
water diver classes are $150 and wreck,
deep, night, navigation, environmental
diving and underwater photography
classes are $50 each. Only a limited
number of classes will be offered so
those interested in signing up should
look for the red and white dive flags in
front of the UC on Sept. 18,19 and 20.
For more information, contact Dave
Politano (instructor) at 221-8487 from 7
a.m. to4 p.m. or Kevin Ronchettoat 6891516.

IHRape
continued from page 1

California Penal Code 261 holds an
alleged perpetrator liable in cases when
a victim is unable to resist while under
the influence of alcohol or drugs. The law
went into effect January 1 of this year.
"This new law places full blame on the
perpetrator, not the victim," said Diane
Martinez, California Assemblywoman
and author of the statue. "It makes it clear
that being drunk is no excuse for rape."

NEW RAPE LAW
California Pertal Code

261- A person can be
charged with rape:
"Where a person is
prevented from resist
ing by any intoxicat
ing or anesthetic sub
stance or any con
trolled substance, and
this condition was
known, or reasonably
should have been
known by the ac
cused. Where a per
son is at the time un
conscious of the na
ture of the act, and
this is known by the
accused/'

Children of Parkinsonians
Children of Parkinsonians' guest speaker
on Wednesday, Sept. 20, from 7 p.m. - 9
p.m. will be Dr. Jeffrey A. Ninberg. He
will discuss gentle chiropractic for the
Parkinsonian. Other topics will be pos
tural changes, muscle spasms, mobility,
nerve pressure and quality of life. The
presentation will be at The Well Being,
4305 La Jolla VillageDrive. Admission is
free. To make a reservation call Teri
Tilker at 481-8068.

FUTURE EVENTS

Executive Conference Center. The fo
rum is on "Nuclear Testing and the Test
Ban: Implications for the National Labo
ratories and for International Security."
The keynote speakers will be Herbert
York, former Ambassador to the Com
prehensive Test Ban Treaty negotiations,
and Theodore Taylor, former Deputy
Director of the Defense Nuclear Agency.
Comments will follow from representa
tives of the Western States Legal Foundation, the French Government and
Livermore National Laboratory.

San Diego Public Library 1995 Fall Con
cert Series
The San Diego Public Library 1995 Fall
Concert Series will feature the Gennaro
Trio on Sunday, Sept. 24, at 3 p.m. The
trio consists of Mary Lindblom, cello;
Ron Goldman, viola; and Illana Mysior,
piano. They will perform works by F.J.
Haydn, Georgy Sviridov (student of
Shostakovitch), and Robert Schumann.
The concert will be in the Central Library
in the 3rd floor auditorium. Admission
is free. Free and pay parking is available.
The concert is made possible by a dona
tion from Mr. Herbert Feurereisen.

Vietnam Conference Steering Commit
tee
The Political Science Department is cur
rently organizing a conference on Viet
nam which will be held on Saturday,
Dec. 1. Issues discussed at the confer
ence include Vietnam's culture, economy
politics, and the Vietnamese community
in the U.S. Faculty and students who are
interested in the conference are invited
to join the Steering Committee. If you
are interested in helping to plan the con
ference contact Man Phan, Conference
Coordinator, at 260-6870 or e-mail: Walktoberfest
vnconf@pwa.acusd.edu.
The The San Diego Chapter of the American
committee's first meeting will be on Diabetes Association is on the road to a
Thursday, Sept. 21, at 11:30 a.m. in Serra cure for the Fourth Annual Walktoberfest,
on Sunday, October 1 at 9 a.m., at Lake
315. All are invited to attend.
Miramar. The walk is part of a national
event held on the same day, involving

Kathleen Bargar, campus outreach co
ordinator of the nationally recognized
Santa Monica rape treatment center, said
that before the law was enacted, the ac
cused could say that their victim never
said no.
According to Bargar, the only way an
accused could be charged with rape was
if the person administers alcohol un
knowingly to the victim. "A guy gives a
woman a Diet Coke spiked with
Everclear," she said.
Darren Cecil, director of alcohol and
drug education at USD, agrees with
Bargar that the change in the law was
necessary. "The law raises awareness of
a very important issue,[there is] a corre
lation between sexual activity and use
and abuse of alcohol and other drugs."
Arcigea and Cecil think that the law
is still unclear when trying to determine
when somebody is intoxicated. "Stu
dents' definition of intoxication differ
among students," Cecil said.
They are both unclear at what point a
victim is no longer able to say no. There
can be no set limit, since tolerance levels
are different for everyone .
Bargar notes that every situation is
tried by a case to case difference. "The
law can't place perimeters," she said.
According to Bargar, the law utilizes
"the reasonable man standard," this is
where a neutral person who asseses the
situation and determines whether or not
the victim was able to resist. This way
the accused can't say the victim did not
say no.
Arcigea and others feel education
about rape is greatly needed.
"Changes in the court room are good,
but real changes have to happen outside
the courtroom," Arcigea said.
Dr. Jeffrey Jones, senior staff psycholo

gist at the USD Counseling Center, said
that many don't realize what they are
doing is wrong. "There are good people
who break laws," said Dr. Jones. "They
don't realize they're raping."
Cecil hopes that when students are
educated they will make healthy choices.
Jones agrees that it's necessary to edu
cate naive students.
Arcigea doesn't want her perpetrator
to pay for his crime, but instead she wants
him to recognize his wrongful actions.
She feels that rape will decrease if people
are more educated about what rape is.
Education not only prevents people from
committing rape, but it also helps people
recognize a rape situation, according to
Arcigea.
"It might provide discussion among
other students, which will provide a
greater education," Cecil said. He notes
that there is a negative statement about
society of spreadingawareness about this
law. "The sad thing is we're educating
students on a law so they can potentially
save their own hides," he said.
According to Cecil, people lose their
inhibitions and are able to communicate
more comfortably when drugs or alcohol
are involved. He also pointed out that
people communicate just as easily when
working together on a class project.
He said that he doesn't understand
why people have to get intoxicated for an
hour before they start engaging in a con
versation, which they were able to do
easily before in the classroom.
Bargar advocates communication.
"Don't take for granted body and behav
ioral cues," she said.
Cecil goes even further and asks "Why
do drugs and alcohol have tobe involved
with something so intimate?"

more than 100,000 walkers and volun
teers. The 10K course will start and
finish at Scripps Ranch High School,
10410 Treena (near the corner of Scripps
Lake Drive and Scripps Ranch Boule
vard). Refreshments will be available.
Walkers consist of teams of five people
or more and will be eligible to win
prizes. Entertainment will be provided
by Sweet Jam. Registration will be that
day, starting at 8 a.m. For more infor
mation on how to participate or spon
sor a walker, contact the American Dia
betes Association at 278-5181.
USD Friends of the Library
The USD Friends of the Library is pre
senting "Concert on the Green" per
formed by The Feld String Quartet, on
Sunday, Oct. 1 at 3 p.m. The benefit
concert, followed by a reception, will
be at La Casa de Campo, Rancho Santa
Fe. The quartet is composed of mem
bers of the San Diego Symphony. Ad
mission is $15. For directions or further
information call Laura Nottoli at 2604629.
Second Second Annual Chess Tourna
ment
Alex London, National Life Chess mas
ter, former state champion of Hawaii
and Minnesota, and one of the few to
ever beat Bobby Fisher will play 25
individuals or teams simultaneously
on Tuesday, October 4 in Aromas at 3
p.m. Participants need to sign up in
Serra 171. Prior to the tournament, the
film "Searching for Bobby Fisher" will
be shown. For more information, con
tact Dr.Jane Friedman at ext. 4015 or Jo
Powers at ext. 4706

RAPEST^nSTICS

1. A rape is reported
once every five min
utes in the United
States.
2. College students are
in the age group at
highest risk for rape.
3. Most campus rapes
are acquaintance rapes.
They are perpetrated
by someone the victim
knows, often another
student.
4. Most campus rapes
involve the use of alco
hol by the perpetrator,
the victim or both
parties.
5. The majority of
college students who
are raped remain si
lent. As many as 90%
of these victims never
report their assaults to I
authorities.
Source: Santa Monica \
Rape Treatment Center \

EARN UP TO $17,000
AS A STUDENT NURSE
As a student, enrolled in an accredited BSN
program, you could receive up to $17,000 through
the Army Nurse Candidate Program.
In the program you will receive $2,500 in your
junior and senior years, plus a monthly allowance
of $500.
To qualify, you must be a junior or senior;
seniors must have at least 6 months left before
graduation. All candidates must graduate between
January 1995 and May 1996 and be on a campus
without ROTC.
Upon graduation, you'll enter the Army Nurse
Corps as a commissioned officer and as an impor
tant member of the Army Health Care Team.
For details call your Army Recruiter today.

1-800-USA-ARMY EXT. 321
Be All You Can Be
ARMY HURSE CORPS
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets—money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on taxes right away. What's more, any
earnings on your SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive
them as income. That can make a big difference in how painful
your tax hill is eveiyyear.
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can lower your taxes.
Call today—it couldn't hurt.
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Council Travel

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.8*

IN PACIFIC BEACH

DOWNTOWN

953 Garnet Ave.
San Diego, CA 92109

743 Fourth Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101

270-6401

EURAILPASSES -UED 0 \ f

As the nation's largest retirement system, we offer a wide
range of allocation choices—from TIAA's traditional annuity,
with its guarantees of principal and interest, to the seven
diversified investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are veiy low,* which means more of
your money goes toward improving your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA information
kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows you how much SRAs

\
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•Standard d Poors Insurant Rating Analysis, 1995; Upper Analytical Services, Inc., /spprr-Directors' Analytical Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges
and expenses, call 1 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Does 'kiddie porn' sell jeans?
Calvin Klein steps over the line in new advertising campaign
BEN KENNEDY
Insight Editor
Child pornography sells, or so Calvin
Klein thinks.
In early August, Calvin Klein Inc.
launched an advertising campaign de
picting models dressed like children in
provocative states of undress. Calvin
Klein pulled the controversial ad cam
paign in response to harsh criticism from
the public on Aug. 28.
The main issue is the moral ethics of
Calvin Klein advertising his product.
According to Newsweek, admonition
came from welfare authorities, the Catho
lic League, social commentators, jour
nalists and the American Family Asso
ciation, which demanded a boycott of
stores selling Calvin Klein jeans. These
organizations are livid and have accused
Calvin Klein Inc. of using minors in the
ads.

u

-

Calvin Klein Inc.
should have thought
more about the issue
of child pornography
before embarking on
this endeavor.
•

- 55

The ads are being compared to child
pornography. Klein is accused of using
children's innocence and physical at
tributes to sell a product.
Klein claims the models were all adults
as old as 29, yet the pictures made them
appear 13 or 14.
The FBI is currently doing an investi
gation into the possibility that some of
the models were under 18. One model
has already been identified as a 15-year
old-girl.
If it is proven that the models used in
this campaign were underage, there will
be problems of mammoth proportions
for Calvin Klein — the least of which will
be police involvement and possible in
dictments.
Currently, people are upset because
they think the models look like children.
If they actually are children, people will
react viciously against Klein. And well
they should.
It is one thing to produce ads that are
gaudy and distasteful. It is another to
produce them using underage school
children as sexual objects.
Calvin Klein Inc. had no right to pro
mote "kiddy porn" in its advertising.
Some people may not see these ads as
pornographic and may not understand
why there is a controversy. But the
concensus of the public is that this mate
rial is pornographic, and should be re
called.
Most peopleagree that these ads would
have been acceptable if Calvin Klein Inc.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CALVIN KLEIN

Top: Klein's ads seem to work, as campus style indicates. Inset and above: Controversial Calvin Klein ad.
had used older models. It was the exploi
tation of youth that angered the public.
Calvin Klein Inc. should have thought
more about the issue of child pornogra
phy before embarking on this endeavor.
Flad Calvin Klein Inc. used any sensibil
ity, it would have realized that child
pornography is exploitation and should
be taken seriously.
This ad campaign was obviously a ploy
for publicity by Calvin Klein.
In a Newsweek interview a month be
fore the ads were publicized, Calvin Klein
casually stated, "I'm sure they're going
to be controversial."
It is evident that these ads were pre
meditated to stir emotions and create
publicity.

In most advertising schemes, publicity
is the business. The essential goal of
advertising is to generate discussion of
your product. When it is done in a dis
tasteful and lewd manner,the effectbackfires.
Yes, people are talking about Calvin
Klein. They are not, however, talking
about him in a respectful manner.
Many parents are upset about the ads
because it reminds them that their chil
dren are growing up with these immoral
sexual influences.
To give credit to Calvin Klein Inc., this
was a brilliant advertising scheme for
free publicity.
Media coverage of this fiasco has been
phenomenal. It has given Klein free cov

erage and publicity in many major news
papers and magazines.
But at what cost does this advertising
come? Is it worth degrading and exploit
ing our youth so a few more jeans can be
sold? Is this the image we want our
children to grow up with? Is this giving
them confidence?
Don't be fooled.
Calvin Klein arranged for this ad cam
paign purposely to attract attention.
There was no concern about emotions or
consequences to society. It was pure
monetary greed.
What Calvin Klein Inc. gained in expo
sure from this controversy, his company
will lose in credibility with their custom
ers and the public.
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LETTERSTOTHE EDITOR
The VISTA encourages readers to comment
or reply to articles or issues in the paper. All
letters must be signed, and include a telephone
number and USD ID number for verification
purposes. Names may be withheld upon
request. Please keep letters less than one page,
double-spaced. The VISTA reserves the right to
edit for length and clarity.
Letters may be mailed, hand-delivered or
sent by e-mail. Address letters to the USD
VISTA attn. Letters to the Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 92110-2492. Handdelivered letters should be brought to the
VISTA office, located at the University Center,
114b. Send e-mail to vista@pwa.acusd.edu.
The deadline for letters to be printed in the
next issue is Sunday at noon.

Parking Response
I saw the article in the VISTA last week about the
parking situation on campus. Although the article
covered some matters that have needed discussing for
a while, it seemed to forget one thing. The article failed
to discuss the "ethics" of parking on campus. Let me see
if I can explain the predicament that inspired this letter.
You see, there are two groups of people that park on
campus, the cruisers and the maggots. The maggots
drive their cars to the lot of their choice on campus and
wait. Listening to their stereos, with the air condition
ing on, they begin tostalk their prey. Clever, maybe just
lazy, they lay in wait for the spot to come to them.
In contrast there's the cruisers, who actively search
for a spot. Taking on parking like a hunt, the driver is
cunning and swift, obeying every traffic law on campus
while looking for "the" spot.
Consider this scenario: A cruiser drives into a lot on
campus, passes a maggot and then stops. The cruiser
has now strategically completed the move known as the
"box out." Catching sight of a possible spot liberator,

the cruiser asks the standard question, "Are you
leaving?" The liberator makes eye contact with the
cruiser, nods his head and points to his car.
As this deed is going down, the maggot realizes
that he was out-smarted. In a fuming rage at the
sudden realization of his inferiority, the maggot
starts honking and screaming, "I've been here for
twenty minutes!" He seems quite determined and is
incessant in his four-year-old cry that it is his turn to
ride the tricycle.
So what is a person to do? Should the cruiser flip
him off, park his car, lock it up and walk away with
his head held high? Or should he say, "Okay man,
sorry man, you can have it," and then drive to the
baseball field to park and hoof it to Olin, all in the
name of brotherly love?
I think that the ethics of parking has not been
looked into enough in the past, and I hope this letter
will give the whole movement the exposure it de
serves.

Alex Perry, senior

Women take over China
Activists across globe denounce U.N. conference
COLLEEN COFFEY
Insight editor

China is the last place on earth a
women's conference should beheld. This
is clear not only from its terrible track
record, but also from its actions as "hosts"
of the Fourth World Conference on
Women sponsored by the United Na
tions.
The U.N. conference calls together
women from all over the world to not
only affirm themselves as women, but to
deal with women's issues and propose
action to protect women's rights in the
future.
Why anyone selected China as the lo
cation for a conference celebrating
women is beyond me.
On a general human rights level, the
Chinese government is infamous for op
pressing its citizens. Has the memory of
Tianemen Square slipped from America's
mind so easily? The rights to assemble
and speak freely, considered basic rights
in the United States, are unheard of in
China.
Henry Wu, a U.S. citizen who immi
grated from China, was recently arrested
for taking incriminating footage of the
atrocities of the Chinese forced labor
camps.
What followed was almost an interna
tional incident in which Hillary Clinton
refused to attend the women's confer
ence in Beijing unless Wu was released.
Fortunately, Wu was expelled from
the country rather than imprisoned or
tortured, but that doesn't make the agony
of the camps any less real.
For its human rights violations alone,
China should have been excluded as a
choice for a worldwide conference. The
fact that China is hosting a conference
for, about and by women is more than
ironic — it's ludicrous.
According to Patrick Tyler of the New
York Times, "China has been widely criti
cized for forcing women to be sterilized
or have abortions as part of its policy of
one child per family, and there are wide
reports of female infanticide by parents
who want a son."
The implications of these policies on
women is devastating. It has not only
taken away women's control over their
own bodies, it has made them helpless to
protect the innocent children growing
inside of them. The Chinese culture's

emphasis on theimportance of males has
combined with the one-child only law to
become fatal for newborn girls.
In addition to these problems, China
has a growing number of women who
have been forced into prostitution or kid
napped and sold as slaves.
Instead of demanding reform, the
United Nations, with the support of the
United States, rewards China by holding
a conference there, generating millions
of dollars in revenue for the Chinese
economy. I question what message this
sends to the Chinese government — that

"

The Sept. 2 edition of the New York
Times lists the fabrications of the govern
ment and its various offenses against the
women attending the conference. Ac
cording to the article, the Chinese have
not provided the transportation prom
ised between the two women's confer
ences, nor have they provided the facili
ties for printing a conference newspaper,
another promise that was part of the
agreement.
Journalists covering the meeting have
had their phones tapped and even had
their conversations cut off. Human rights

p
Ohina has a growing number of women who have been
forced into prostitution or kidnapped and sold as slaves.
Instead of demanding reform, the United Nations, with the

support of the United States, rewards China by holding a confer
ence there, generating millions of dollars in revenue for the
Chinese economy. I question what message this sends to the
Chinese government— that the aforementioned problems are
not only acceptable, but deserving of encouragement?
- :—
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the aforementioned problems are not only
acceptable, but deserving of encourage
ment?
The idea that perhaps China is holding
the conference as part of a reform move
ment to empower women in the future
was at first a stretch. China has made it
quite clear that this theory is definitely
not feasible.
China has proven itself as an unwor
thy host by its actions in regards to both
the United Nations conference in Beijing
and the private women's conference ac
companying it right outside of the city.
The Chinese government started by
excluding some conference-goers. Ac
cording to Tyler's article, "A number of
delegates, including exiles from Tibet
and leaders from Taiwan, were denied
visas to attend this meeting and a parallel
gathering of private women's organiza
tions." These are not some nameless
women who are interested in feminist
issues— these are world leaders.
Not only has China refused to grant
visas to important world figures, the
Chinese government blatantly lied in its
negotiations with the United Nations,
making promises it has quickly broken.

-----
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groups have been denied space for hold
ing news conferences, and Chinese inter
preters have refused to interpret for hu
man rights speakers.
This is all in addition to various as
saults and threats the women have re
ceived at the conference and their overall
mistreatment at the hands of Chinese
officials.
The fact that the Chinese government
pretty much lied about the conditions it
would provide for the conferences is dis
couraging.
It is also discouraging that the Chinese
officials seemed to have done their best
to cripple such an important conference.
What is encouraging is the response of
the women, especially that of Hillary
Clinton.
According to the New York Times ar
ticle, Chinese translators refused to trans
late for Sharon K. Horn, a law professor
from New York, because she was speak
ing on human rights violations in China.
Unwilling to be silenced, she spoke in
English and then translated the basics of
what she was saying into Chinese.
Another example of conference-goers
dealing with their situation in the best

possible way comes from a New York
Times article by Seth Faison. According
to Faison, after being shut out of Mrs.
Clinton's address and left in the rain, a
woman from Papa New Guinea offered
to share her umbrella with a Chinese
security officer who was drenched and
shivering. Many women followed suit,
despite the fact that most of them had
been treated roughly only a few mo
ments before.
The show stopper, though, was Hillary
Clinton.
While the President is under fire from
all sides for his seeming inability to take
a firm stance and act upon it, Mrs. Clinton
has no fear. She may have received criti
cism for going to the conference, but she
took full advantage of the opportunity.
She addressed worldwide acts of vio
lence against women, and according to
Tyler, made specific references to "do
mestic violence, genital mutilation, coer
cive abortions and sterilizations."
She also apologized for the way par
ticipants in the conference have been
treated and in Faison's words, "criticized
China for its heavy-handed security at.
the forum."
She emphasized the concept that
women's rights are human rights and
human rights are women's rights. The
fact that women should have rights of
their own is a somewhat radical concept
for some women in nations where their
husbands continue to treat them as sub
human.
China, not surprisingly, refused to let
her speech be broadcast nationally. Chi
nese leaders also tried to rebuke her for
being ungrateful to her "hosts." Did the
Chinese government think that if they
held a women's conference that every
one would ignore their blatant mistreat
ment and oppression of women?
Women everywhere have applauded
Hillary Clinton's outspokenness, and
rightfully so. Toooften diplomacy forces
world leaders to replace anything sig
nificant they might say with rhetoric. It's
refreshing to see a world leader take
charge and do what needs to be done and
say what needs to be said.
If Mrs. Clinton can make such an im
pact in China, one of the most anti-femi
nist countries in the world, imagine what
she could do in the United States. Maybe
her husband should be sent toChina and
Hillary Clinton should run for President.
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KATHERINE SCHWARTZ
Staff Writer

The excitement of moving into a new
dorm room disappears quickly after
walking through the dorm door. The
realization that this boring spaceis home
for a least a semester is enough to send
you packing again.
The only way to survive the next three
months is to decorate your dorm into a
place you're proud to call home.
The dorms at USD are filled with deco
rating possibilities. The stark white walls
and minimal furniture are a clean slate
waiting to be made into a work of art.
Decorating your dorm room, whether
a surfer, pac rat, rocker, or a disco dancer,
your room is an extension of your per
sonality. It is important to decorate your
room with individuality because this is
where you spend your relaxation time.
Decor can strongly influence your moods.
USD student Scott Driscoll's newly
made up room was washed with mellow

tones of blue, purple and green that were
woven into tapestries draped from the
walls. The room was tranquil and full of
serenity.
Driscoll acquired all of these tapestries
from his old boarding school. "I like the
designs," he said. The combination of
retro colors made the room a perfect
place to come home to after a long day of
school work, or a full night of partying.
But why leave campus to party when
you can do it in your room.
Michael Rozak, Jared Machado, and
Andrew Martin are "stay'n alive" in their
disco club/dorm room.
On the ceiling of this Maher room,
hung a disco ball and a rotating color
light. On one of their desks sat a strobe
light, and on the other a flashing traffic
light. Not to forget the lava lamp, crates
of disco records, and the posters of John
Travolta on the walls. This room was a
flash back to the '70s.
"Our rooms at home looked like this,
and we had to feel at home," they said
"I bought a lot of the lights at Light
Bulbs Unlimited and the rest were pre
sents," Machado said.
To have a room this disco friendly
takes big bucks. The rotating color light
and the strobe light cost at least $45 each.
These freshmen prove the point that a
room is an extension of your personality.
Their closet was filled with polyester
pants and funky, fresh button-down

shirts. "This room says we like to have a
good time. We like to groove," Rozack
said.
On the lighter side, was David
Francisco's room. A Renaissance paint
ing hung in the center of the wall, and set
the room off in a mellow key. White
Christmas tree lights on thewalls and the
two plants hanging from theceiling gave
the room a sense of life and energy. "I feel
at home here," Francisco said.
At the head of his bed sat a straw hat
and some decorative pillows that com
pleted the room with a romantic vibe.
This room had a lot of class and was
definitely different than most.
The next room was homey... If you feel
at home listening to hard core punk mu
sic. This San Juan room was wall-pa
pered from ceiling to floor with celestial
punk rock posters. There seemed like
100 of them on Allison Vallerga's side of
the double room. It would take all day to
sit and get a good look at each one of
these intense posters.
"I had to bring them all with me,"
Vallerga said. "My Rancid poster is my
favorite, and my favorite music is SKA
and punk rock."
Though Vallerga and her roommate's
PHOTOS BY HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA
taste in decor differ considerably, they
haven't run into any problems. "I got Cool USD Dorm Rooms include (top to bottom) Michael Rozack, Jared

see DORM on page 11

Machado and Andrew Martin's disco inferno; Jennifer Babec's Christmas
lights and soft tones and Allison Vallerga's visual ska and punk fest.
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by Geoff Cunnigham

'The Force' is more powerful than you know
Yoda knew what he was doing. He
made sure Luke had the patience and
the guts to follow his heart, no matter
what lay ahead.
He knew that any lack of confi
dence or enthusiasm in his teachings
might reflect in theeyes of his student.
And he knew that sending Luke out
into the galaxy without the complete
and proper training could lead to fatal
circumstances.
Not only did Yoda teach Luke to be
a Jedi, but he taught him to be the best

Jedi he could be. This is important. Say
Luke had to move a boulder using the
force alone, and he did it wrong and it fell
on an innocent bystander. There's noth
ing worse than a half-assed Jedi. Yoda
knew this was his responsibility to his
student, to himself and to the future of
the entire galaxy.
Luke put his faith in Yoda's knowl
edge. He put aside any ego or self confi
dence that might have gotten in the way.
He begged to leam more. He knew that
being a Jedi was most important and he

would have done anything to achieve it.
He was forced to have patience and trust
even though he knew the fate of the
galaxy and hisfriends depended on him.
Luke had nothing but a dream and a
destiny. After losing his home, his family
and his landspeeder, he traveled to an
other planet in order to study with Yoda
and become a Jedi Knight.
He then returned to the save the gal
axy, piece together the remains of his
family and face his destiny.
There are two lessons:

Luke could have ignored what he
really wanted and needed out of life
and become a "business major" in or
der to pay the bills and get by.
Instead he followed his heart and
ended up with more than he ever de
sired.
Yoda understood that having a foun
tain in front of his house would do
nothing to improve Luke's education.
(And he didn't charge Luke $75 to
park.)

Students with children find help at USD
JAMIE HEWITT
Staff Writer

The average student may get out of
class and work, study or go to the beach.
Students with children don't have this
luxury choice. As soon as classes are out,
their job as parent begins. How do these
students balance their education with
being a parent?
USD tries its best to help these parents
continue their education with the
Manchester Child Development Center.
The center opened in the fall of 1989,after
department members of the School of
Education discovered a need for the child
care.
The members researched and made a
proposal that they presented to the Presi
dent of the university and many others
who decided on the approval of the cen
ter.
The opening of the center gave stu
dents, faculty and even alumni a facility
that would be a learning/daycare center
for their children. This facility gave stu
dents a chance to join the university and
continue their education.
One thing the center offers that other
day care facilities cannot is its convenient
location. "The parents are able to come
in and have lunch with their children or
rub their backs at nap time," said Jill
Meade, an administration assistant.
The faculty focuses on a philosophy
that nurtures the children's cognitive,
emotional, psychological, social and
physical needs," according to Meade.
One of the main goals of the center is
promoting multi-cultural understanding
and equality of the sexes in its curricu
lum. "We put up pictures and read books
about different people. We talk to the
children about why we look different,
but have the same feelings," said lead
teacher Barbara Teas.
Holidays are an exciting time for all
the children at the center. Along with
observing traditional holidays such as
Thanksgiving and Christmas, the center
also celebrates the holidays of other cul
tures. "We celebrate Kwanza, which is

NATALIE WESELY/VISTA

The Manchester Childhood Development Center provides day care for children of USD students.
an African-American holiday, as well as
Jewish and Chinese holidays. It depends
on what nationalities our children are,"
Teas said.
Students from the School of Educa
tion and others whose majors focuses on

children are allowed to observe and in
teract with the children.
"The students coming to the center
enrich the children's experience by using
the philosophy they learn at USD," Teas
said.

The amount of children in the center
varies from semester to semester. Most
of the children in the center are children
of graduate students and alumni. The
center guesses that at least twenty-persee CHILD on page 11

Beauty pageants often exploit contestants
MARNY HARKSEN
Lifestyle Editor

Miss America, Miss Teen
USA, and Miss Universe have
been a part of pop culture since
the early 1900s. And along with
the sash and the crown also
comes criticism from groups
who say beauty pageants exploit
women.

Though beauty pageants
have changed many of their rules
and regulations to allow women
of more diverse backgrounds to
compete, feminist groups say
these pageants still follow one
main agenda: to judge women
solely on their beauty.
"To judge a woman on her
physical appearance and not her
inner beauty is very shallow,"
said Jennifer Couburn, president

of San Diego's chapter for the
National Organization for
Women.
NOW and beauty pageants
have shared a long history to
gether. When NOW formed over
30 years ago their first action
was to protest beauty pageants.
But the women who compete
in these pageants are adamant
against the idea that they are
being exploited.

Lana Buchberger is the rein
ing Miss Canada. She was also
second runner-up in this year's
Miss Universe pageant.
"There is no difference be
tween me walking in front of
600,000 people in my bathing
suit and Wayne Gretzky posing
in an underwear ad," said Lana.
Along with her duties and re
sponsibilities of being Miss
Canada, Lana is also in her se

nior year at the University of
Calgary. She is majoring in Busi
ness Management.
Though Buchberger credits
feminist groups for progress
within the women's movement,
she said pageants are not solely
based on beauty anymore.
"Before, pageants were more
body and beauty oriented. Now
see B E A U T Y on page 11
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they are much more intellectual," she
said.
Still, old traditions die hard. Competi
tions such as evening gown and
swimwear are the most viewed segments
of a pageant. The number of home view
ers increases 70 percent when these com
petitions are televised.
Buchberger agreed these segments
were popular, but also very necessary in
deciding who would hold the next title.
"The evening gowns will enhance one's
beauty." According to Buchberger, each
contestant wears suits of the same style
and no one is allowed to alter it. The
swimwear competition is important be
cause it shows how you would pose and
walk in a pressure situation. It shows the
contestant's self confidence.
Since being crowned Miss Canada,
Buchberger has not been asked to pose in
swimwear.
One might think that being a Miss
Canada or a Miss Universe means being
a role model for women and therefore a
feminist. Buchberger denies this.
"No way am I a feminist," she said. To
me a feminist is a woman who tells me
what I am doing is wrong and I am
exploiting the female race. They are ei
ther insecure or have their own prob
lems. Just because they badger me does
not mean I'll change my opinion."
According to Jennifer Couburn, this
type of response is common.
"I am not surprised. We [NOW] don't
judge or criticize these women. We only
wish they had made better choices. Hope
fully in the future they will change their
minds."
One beauty pageant holder who has
had second thoughts about her pageant
experience is former Miss Escondido
Joanne Johnson. She said she didn't feel
exploited during her pageant, but after.
"They kind of use you as a prop," she
said. "I was told to smile and look pretty
at the many functions I had to attend. At
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that point it's not about you it's about
who you are. People don't get to know
you."
The Miss Escondido Pageant does not
use a swimwear competition in order to
choose the winner.
"I wouldn't have entered if there was a
bathing suit competition. I don't feel they
are necessary. There are other ways to
judge physical appearance. A running
outfit or something you would wear to
thegymwouldbejustasgood," Johnson
said.
Johnson does not think that all pag
eants are exploitive.
"The Miss America Pageant is based
on talent, brains and inner beauty. My
pageant was connected with Miss USA.
The Miss USA is only about beauty. There
is no talent or integrity," she said.
The difference between the Miss USA
and Miss America's pageants is at are no
other pageants to move up to after win
ning Miss America. The winner of Miss
USA will go onto compete in the Miss
Universe Pageant.
In recent years, more interest has been
focused on beauty pageants. What was
once thought to be a contest for cheer
leaders and models now attracts women
who plan to be doctors, scientists and
world leaders.
The rules and policies of American
beauty pageants have conformed to in
clude women of color and those who are
physically challenged.
Heather Whitestone, the current Miss
America is hearing impaired. She has
opened doors of opportunity for all dis
abled women who thought they could
never compete and win in pageants of
such high caliber.
Since pageants' attitudes are progress
ing, will the strong opinions of exploita
tion lessen? Buchberger said she believes
that in order for there not to be com
plaints of exploitation The beauty pag
eant opposition must change.
"Exploitation is not in the pageants, it
is in the mind. If you think it is than it is.
If you don't than it isn't," she said.

sun and star lights. For the holidays, she
had jack-o-lantern and Easter egg lights.
On her walls and shelves were nickcontinued from page 9
nacks her friends had made her and origi
here first and kinda took over, but I keep nal art work. Framed posters added a
nice touch to the room.
everything on my side," she said.
"This room is my home," Babic said.
Jennifer Babric's room shines brightly.
M&M men Christmas lights that hang in In order to bring all of her things from
the window can easily be spotted from home, it took her mother's Cadilac, her
father's Ranger truck and an Aerostar
the sidewalk.
A closer look reveals even more lights mini van.
Lights were obviously a big hit this
on the ceiling and a plethora of pictures
year in the dorms. Black lights and glow
on the walls.
Even the door to this room had cool in the dark stars gave the rooms a psy
decor. There are several hand-made chedelic appeal.
It is not easy to create a dorm room into
pictures, each one different and fun,
a
masterpiece. It takes money and a lot of
which contained Babric's name.
time
to have a well decorated room.
The first impression of this room is
Many
can't afford to have the dorm of
quite overwhelming. "Wow, she has a
their
dreams
and end up with a room
lot of stuff," comes to mind.
that
they
are
unhappy
to live in.
To start off, this extraordinary room is
Interior
Designer
Diane
Just said that
a super single. The bed where a room
decorating
a
room
does
not
have to be a
mate would have slept was turned on it's
financial
burden.
"The
Salvation
Army
side to create a shelf for her stuffed ani
and
garage
sales
have
great
finds
for
mal collection.
"I love Christmas tree lights. I see cool $1.95," she said. Some of the many useful
things you can find at theseplaces are old
lights, I buy them," Babic said.
Hanging on the walls, were water tables and picture frames.
melon lights, "Loony Tune" lights, and

VOICESOFUSD
What was your favorite 180s TV show?

I liked 'Scooby Doo.'
Shaggy was my favorite
because he was a
stoner. I liked the epi
sode when the old man
said, if it wasn't for you
darn kids...'
LISA NICOLA

'CHiPs.' It was filmed by

my house. I liked Ponch.
My favorite episode was
when Ponch saved the
disabled kid.
BRYAN DEMPSEY

'Three's Company.' I

liked the Regal Beagle
and R.F.'s clothes. I also
liked Terrie more than
Crissy.

DORM

•CHILD

continued from page 10

cent of students on campus have chil
dren and use this facility. Students can
get a scholarship or a Child Endowment
Grant if they enroll their child in the
center in which they attend classes. An
other option for the students is to reduce
their tuition by working at the center.
Students have to pay a fee for their child

to attend, which varies if the parent wants
full time care or timeshare.
The center prides itself in teaching chil
dren to make goals, having a structured
environment and to interacting with oth
ers. It is also an opportunity for students
to come down and either visit or eat
lunch with their children. The center takes
children between the ages of two and-ahalf and five.

ANDREW LAYTON

JDifferent

Strokes.' We

liked Willis because of
his big 'fro. The best epi
sode is when The Gooch
beats-up Willis.
KEVIN DAY AND
SAM GOBLIRSCH

I liked 'Family Ties.' It
took place close to where
I lived. I liked Skippy be
cause he was a geek
and wasn't afraid to
show it.
HEIDI HESS
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Love is a Battlefield

OFF BEAT
Tight butts drive us nuts

Upon a recent sift through our
large abundance of fan mail,
we came across a picture that
was submitted with the fol
lowing request; "Please put
this somewhere, anywhere, in
the VISTA. If you grant my
wish, I swear I'll lick your
private parts clean all the days
of my life." Of course, being
the deprived kids we are we
couldn't resist. So, here it is ...
Dan Buchta's 1992 Graduation
Picture. Dan, if you see this,
we apologize but we knew
you'd understand.
:

—

:
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TOP"W
MOST COIIIIDNLY
USED PHRASES BY
MALES DURING SEX
(Results of an undercover campus wide pah)

7. Look out, baby, the
ship's comirV into port.
6. Make room, pretty
mama, the snake's
about to make its way
through the grass.

Most Likely To Die A Lonely Old Man

The OFF BEAT editors would just like to say:

"Hey, hugs not drugs."
Because we care.
Love, DAVE, shannon and adena

Nicknames: "Mr. Outcast," "The
Reject," "Freak"
Future Occupation: To replace
Richard Simmons as star of
"Sweatin' to the Oldies"

QUOTE OVERHEARD IN THE UC — "Holy*m$, I sot so m$%&* up
at the Camber this weekend, lam never drinking Citron again! I mean<&$%*, one minute
I'm like sittin' there talking to thin radguytmd he's tailing me tike how much helikes my
new dogs and how likehis last girlfriend used to wear dogs but then she started wearing
. Docs and he didn't like them so he like broke tip with her or something,and the wxt minute
I'm so
up J can't tell if this guy's like rnd or some dork."

Come commiserate with me
As I sit here in my home at South Mission Beach, I reflect on my first week back at USD. The nightly yells of my surrounding
neighbors ("Long live the Pennant!," "The Comber rocks the free world!," "1 wanna rock and roll all day and party every
night"...) leads me to believe that I am one of the few pathetic individuals who has spent the first week of school sick. As I have
spent the last week on my couch, glancing up every so often to see if the Messenger of Death has arrived, I feel I am qualified to
let you in on the secrets of gaining sympathy. If the following recipe is followed, I am confident that you will not suffer self-pity
and desolation alone.

1. Do not suffer silently. Be a martyr and do everything in your power to spread the word that you are suffering from
an inescapable plague.

2. MOAN. A LOT.

If you are within earshot of someone who naively thinks you are resting, wait until you see they are

comfortable and relaxed. Then begin moaning every few minutes until they feel they are willing to get yew absolutely anything
to make you shut up.

3. If you feel you may vomit, be sure to be around a lot of people.

5. Clear the runway,
the 747's makin' a
landing
4. Make way, sweet
thing, the cattle's on its
way to the slaughter
house,
3. Clear the waters,
the oceaniiner's about
to drop anchor.
2. Open the garage,
sweetheart, the
studabaker's comin'
a tune-up.
t. Who's yo' daddy?
Where did the parking go?

QJS,

If you are surrounded when you begin to

gag, all attention will be on you. Nothing gains attention like someone covering their mouth and running quickly out of a room.

4. Leave a lot of used Kleenex lying around the house.

(Even if you do not have any nasal drip symptoms, wad

kleenexes up and leave them around nonetheless- it will provid the same effect.) I cannot think of a better calling card than a
thin Kleenexe barely masking what's folded within. These little gifts of love will act as silent reminders of how sick you are.

5. DO NOT SHOWER. Be fore-warned, this may be a Catch-22. On one hand, if you shower you may appear to be feeling
well (costing you precious sympathy points). On the other hand, not showering may cause your care-takers to remain at bay.
This same caution may be applied to teeth- brushing.

6. Only speak in hushed tones. Never, ever,even if you must repeat yourself numerous times to be understood, speak
at a normal volume.

7. Take medication as painstakingly as possible. Act as if popping the cap off the aspirin bottle is one of the most
challenging tasks that has ever been asked of larthargic and feeble you.

8. DROOL. Every time you consume any liquid whatsoever (water, soup, etc.), let it slowly pass the threshold of your lips.
Then, just as you're about to swallow, let a few drops dribble down your chin (don't wipe it, even if it tickles) and onto your tshirt. A stained dirty t-shirt screams illness like nothing else.
To all of my well-wishers who nursed me back to health this past week, please know that I could not have done this without
you. You are my pillars of strength. For all who are considering using the techniques listed, feel free. But be forewarned, don't
overdo it. Sickness can turn friend into foe like nothing else.

By; The Man in The Tower

Interested in
writing for
the VISTA?

SILVER SPIGOT
2221 MORENA BLVD.
BAY PARK 276 1030

LIVE MUSIC EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY'^ COLLEGE
NIGHT SPECIAL:
$1.25 LARGE DRAFT

Staff meetings are held on Tuesdays
in the Student Publications office, at
12:00pm.

POOL TABLES

wo

For answers to
your student loan
questions, talk
to Citibank, the
student loan
experts. Our
customer service
representatives
are here to help
you from the
beginning of
the financial aid
process through
your final student
loan payment.
Exceptional
customer service
is just one reason
why students
have trusted
Citibank with
their education
financing more
than any other
bank. To get the
answers you
need, call

You mean someone
has answers to my
student loan questions?!?

Citibank at
1-800-692-8200
and ask for
Operator 268,
send in the coupon
below, or visit
your school's
Financial Aid
Office.

PLEASE SEND
S
ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE
THE FOLLOWING
FOU
STUDENT LOANS:
Federal
• • Citibank
Citit
Stafford Loan
(subsidized and unsubsidized)

Citibank
has all the
student loan
information
you need
now.

• Citibank Federal PLUS Loan
(for parents of dependent students only)

• Citibank Graduate
Loan Program
(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate your field of study)

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

Name_
Address_
. State_

City
Telephone^
Social Security #_
You are currently:

• an undergraduate student

• a graduate student

Year of graduation _

•
H

Citibank (NYS)
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for
Operatoi
Operator 268.

•

VISIT OUR
OU WEB SITE at http://wwrw.locl.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html

If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
• Business (MBA)
• Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies)
• Engineering

• Nursing

CITIBANKS
OI
Code 269
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Making a run for the Glory
Under-20:00

by Michelletime
Cox carries team

MICHAEL LIVINGSTON
Staff Writer

MICHAEL LIVINGSTON
Staff Writer

The morning sun, promising and full,
rose quickly over the hills of Morley field,
baking away the dew that had barely
formed on the grass, turning this inno
cent park into a pseudo-greenhouse. An
arena actually.
Sixty-seven finely tuned athletes drew
together this past Saturday morning be
fore most college students were even up
to catch their late morning brunch in the
Cafe. And a battle ensued.
These runners battled the heat, the hills,
their opponents, their own teammates,
and mostly their minds. Nothing less
than 100 percent from every runner out
there was all too obvious on their faces as

Cross-Country? Cross-training?
Cross-cultural? Cross...what? Yes,
Cross-Country, like the drive. Instead
we rim. Not on a track, but anywhere
that lies in the general vicinity (i.e.
dirt, asphalt, cement, grass, mud, sand,
water, hills, dips, ruts, and ravines). It
is a sport and it is alive and well here

SEASON PREVIEW

CROSS COUNTRY
at USD. It is a sport of running, of
racing in fact.
Recently the men's and women's
teams have put in their highest .fin
ishes to date. In each of the past three
years, we have placed our highest

SCOREBOARD
| Key member: Michelle Cox,
led all Division I runners with a
19:28 5K race.
The buzz: USD Women fin
ished second in division.
they crossed the finish line.
Michelle Cox led the field to a first
place finish overall and in Division 1
schools as well with a time of 19:28 in the
5 kilometer (3.1 miles) race. Junior
Miranda Maison and sophomore Joanna
Lee finished in 21:35 and 21:36 respec
tively, helping bring their team to a sec
ond-place finish for the Division 1schools.
Angie Hansen and Stacy Tomaselli
rounded out the top 5 scorers with times

am pleased with Michelle's first place
and also pleased with the increase in the
girls weekly times. Realistically though,

(men's and women's),but last year the
men's team lost to second place
Gonzaga by one point. For those of
you who don't know, one point in
cross-country is the difference between
any one single runner passing just one
other runner before crossing the finish
line. Heart-breaking?... it was. Yet like
all good teams, we press on.
This year's seniors Brian Holmes,
Dave Mullins, and James Phelan re
turn to the men's team where they will
join forces with the unstoppable
"Swedish duo" of Mats Aaman and
Ola Knuttson. Also four new addi-

seeX-COUNTRY on page 15

see PREVIEW on page 15

MICHAEL LIVINGSTON/VISTA

Dave Mullins stays ahead of the pack in the USD Invitational.
of 22:13 and 22:40. Brandy Heartburg
(23:11) and Debi Masters (23:14) placed
21st and 22nd in the race, closing out the
top seven runners for USD.
Coach Richard Cota commented " I

Toreros go 1-1 in Diadora Cup
PAUL KERWIN
Staff Writer

The third annual Diadora Cup was
almost a complete success for the USD
Men's Soccer Team last weekend. The
team defeated San Jose State and tied
Evansville in the tournament played at
USD.

USD 2, San Jose St. 1
USD 2, Evansville 2
In the first game, on Friday night, San
Jose struck first on a breakaway goal at
12:56. The Toreros answered thirty sec
onds later with a goal by
freshmanLeighton O'Brien to tie the
score at one.

4

USD breathed a sigh of relief when SJS
missed right on a 3 on 1 breakaway with
17 minutes left in the first half.
The Toreros got the lead at 39:45 when
Michael Deery centered the ball toStefan
Martinsen who headed it into the left
corner.
"I noticed Stefan on the inside and
tried to get it off his head,"said Deery
who received the offensive MVP award
for the tournament. "He was in the right
spot and finished the play."
In the second half, USD managed to
keep SJS from scoring, despite playing
two men down due to two red cards
which resulted in ejections.
The team finished with a 2-1 victory in
front of a substantial crowd at Torero
Stadium.
The team's next game was Sunday
against Evansville who had been
embarrased by Cal State Fullerton 5-1 on
Friday.
Evansville scored early with a header
into the left corner at 4:07. The Toreros

were caught off guard at 9:19 when Evans
ville capitalized on having almost their
whole team in front of the goal. The ball

cc

We showed a lot of charac
ter by winning with two men
short on Friday and then
coming back from two nil to
day. However, getting red
cards is not acceptable. We
showed a lot of heart but we
were not smart. Once we
work on this we'll be fine.
SEAMUS MCFADDEN,
Soccer Coach

7 JJ
was centered and an Evansville player
was given an easy header into the right

corner to give them a 2-0 lead.
USD came back at the half and scored
at 51:16 to get the Toreros within one. At
66:30, Deery was given a free kick near
the top of the goalie box and hit the top
bar. Keith Finnegan scored off the re
bound and tied the game at two.
"I practice that in training every day,"
said Deery who was credited the assist.
"I tried to put it into the top comer and
fortunately it hit the bar."
Neither team could score again and
after two overtime periods, the game
ended in a tie and gave the Toreros an
overall record of 2-0-1.
Head Coach Seamus McFadden had
mixed feelings on his team's performance
in the tournament.
"We showed a lot of character by win
ning with two men short on Friday and
then coming back from two nil today,"
said McFadden. "However, getting red
cards is not acceptable. We showed a lot
of heart but we were not smart. Once we
work on this we'll be fine."
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Moving to the Rock

When number 3 ranked Stanford came into USD, this Cardinal found passing the ball difficult. Despite a strong game, the Toreros fell 1-0.

Toreros place third in State Tourney
TASHA JACKSON
Staff Writer

USD's volleyball team played many
top-ranked teams,including Brown Uni
versity, the University of North Texas
and the host, San Diego State University,

SCOREBOARD

USD 1, No. Texas 3
USD 3, Brown 0
USD2, SDSU 3
last weekend ina pre-season tournament
at San Diego State. The Aztecs won the

j X-COUNTRY
continued from page 14
we have a ways to go with our condition
ing". It was a great start for the women
though as they shut out Santa Clara and
Pepperdine. I'm sure they have their
marks set on Saint Mary's who took first
place Saturday.
In the men's 5 kilometer race, the USD
team took first place for Division1schools
with all five of our scoring runners plac

pulled them through in the end when
tournament, despite having to play many
things were close," said sophomore
tough opponents.
USD opened the tournament with a
U
loss to North Texas, 3-1, they then
We started to bring ev
bounced back to defeat Brown Univer
sity, 3-0. After the strong victory over erything together in the
Brown, the Toreros faced theircross-town end, but SDSU's experi
rival in what was the championship
ence pulled them through
match of the tournament.
The Aztecs took the first two sets,15-7 in the end when things
and 15-4, but USD kept fighting to take
an early 6-1 lead in the third set, eventu were close.
Luanne Petix
ally winning 15-12.
But the Aztecs were too strong for the
Toreros. They ended the match with a
fourth set, 15-13 victory.
"We started to bring everything to Luanne Petix. "But we are a young team
gether in the end, but SDSU's experience and we will learn from this".

While USD finished third overall in
last weekend's tournament, the team is
still looking forward to the start of thel995
collegiate volleyball season.
"We just didn't connect well as a team
this past weekend. We have a young
team, with a lot of potential and when the
season comes we will be successful," said
sophomore LaManda Mounts. "We also
have a great, talented group of freshmen
this year who we expect to be getting a lot
of playing time."
USD's next game will be Friday and
Saturday, when they host a tournament
here at home. The Toreros will start the
regular season against Santa Clara on
September 29.

ing in the top ten, three of them in the top
five. Ola Knutsson (16:34) and Brian
Holmes (16:38) placed first and second in
Division 1 and fourth and fifth overall.
Mats Aaman (17:01) finished fifth in Di
vision 1 not far off from his teammates
Ola and Brian. They were neck-andneck, pushing each other the whole way
as they meticulously pulled up and
passed opposing runners. Andy Martin
(17:40) and James Phelan (17:41) finished
ninth and tenth.

Jen Millard, Anne Clay, and Melissa
Paquette.
In cross-country, teams win racesinstead
of individual runners. The closer you are
to the front of the race, the better, but
ideally your top 5scoring runners should
be close to each other. During many past
races, the men's team top three runners
had a very close finishing time to each
other, the finishing times for the 4th and
5th runner were also almost even to each
other. The team's goal for this year is to
take that second place victory they so
longingly deserved, and it looks like this
goal will not be far from their reach.

n

• PREVIEW
continued from page 14
tions have joined the team, giving it tell
tale signs of a strong upcoming season.
They are Andy Martin, Israel Magneson,
Rob Pick, and James Glascock. All of
whom are freshmen except for Rob Pick,
who is a junior.
On the women's side, the team leaders
come in the form of Michelle Cox,
Miranda Maison, and Debi Masters, all
juniors. Without any seniors or fresh
men, the sophomore class is strongly
represented by Angie Hansen, Joanna
Lee, Stacy Tomaselli, Brandy Heartburg,
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MISSION:
INFILTRATE THE VISTA BY
POSING AS NEW
CLASSIFIEDS MANAGER.
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Toreros bruised in Dayton
BRIAN STEVENS

Staff Writer

The USD football team started their
first Pioneer Football League game off
with a 30-3 loss to the Dayton Flyers in
Dayton.
The first half was a battle between both
defenses. The Flyers held the young
Torero offense to only three first downs.
Meanwhile, the USD defense dominated
most of the half, holding Dayton to only
38 yards passing.
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GOATEE. GOES BY THE
CODE NAMMOEY."
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MAY CAL5|| TOO MANY
IMEMBERSIIF THE OPPO
SITE SEX TO FLOCK TO
YOU, TBIJS BLOWING
YOUR COVER.

DAYTON 30
With 22 seconds remaining, senior freesafety Doug Popovich recovered a Day
ton fumble and returned it 25 yards to the
flyers 15 yard - line. This play set up
USD's lone score, a 32 yard field goal by
senior kicker Matt young
Despite suffering from poor field posi
tion, the Toreros jogged into the locker
room down only 10 - 3 at the half.
In the third quarter, the momentum
took a huge swing as Dayton scored on
its first three consecutive possessions.
On offense, USD was led by sopho
more running back Jared Keo, who
rushed for 59 yards on 17 carries, a three

HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA

USD seemed to miss the home croi I when they traveled to Dayton.
yard per carrry average.
Popovich led the USD defense with an
interception in the endzone to end a Day
ton drive to go along with his fumble
recovery and 19 tackles, seven of them
being solo.
The Toreros totaled just 83 yards on
offense, 62 of them on the ground. They
gave up 291 yards to Dayton, 111 passing
and 180 rushing.

Popovich had this to say about the
Toreros upcoming bye-week. "The byeweek will allow us to regroup and work
towards putting the first two games be
hind us. The loss to Dayton hurts, but
does not knock us out of the race for
becoming PFL champions at all."
USD's next game will be at the Univer
sity of California Lutheran on September
23.

Where do you find the time to...

run to the prof s office,
dash to study group,
dig through the library,
assemble quotes,
annotate class material,
search
&
get
that
not
brief cases,
find cites,
see if Susan knows,
outline it,
write
it, p
cut and paste,
copy,
collate,

JBf
Here-^P
Introducing the LEXIS-NEXIS Student Office.
The LEXIS-NEXIS services, Folio VIEWS®, The LEXIS Online Connection, Law Schools
Online Global E-mail Network, the Jurisoft Legal Toolbox products & much, much more,
all integrated into an easy-to-use suite that takes a lot of the work out of your work.
Another first from the first in online. Call 1-800-528-1891 for more information.

THIS MESSAGE WILL
SELF-DESTRUCT.

LEXIS-NEXIS
A member of rhe Reed Kiievier pk group
LEXIS and NEXIS are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inr, used under license The INFORMATION ARRAY logo is a trademark of Reed Elsevier
Properties Inc., used under license. Folio VIEWS is a registered trademark of Folio Corporation. ©1995 LEXIS-NEXIS, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc All rights reserved
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Entries are due today!!

Special event

Upcoming events

Men's Flag Football

IM 2 X 2 Golf
Tournament

3 X 3 Basketball

Thursday, September 14, 5:00pm
Men's flag football is here, but it's almost to late to sign-up. Entries
are due today by 5:00pm at the IM/Rec office. So if you haven't gotten a team
together, or have just been putting it off you can't wait any longer. Come to
the Sports Center and sign up now.
Hey all you guys out there, men's flag football is one of the most
popular events of the semester. This is an opportunity for all of you to show
your stuff, so gather all your buddies, pick up some new and promising stars
and get on down here TODAY by 5:00pm. If you don't find enough players
to fill your roster you will have an opportunity to pick up some free agents
at our meeting on Thurs. So for all you who are interested in playing but
don't have a team come to the meeting at 5:00pm today and be placed on a
team.
Being a free agent is a great opportunity for everyone to get involved
and meet some new people, so don't miss out or you'll regret it.
Play will begin Saturday, September 16 between 10am and 5pm.
Everyone is encouraged to participate.
This event is sponsored by Butterfinger BB's. Who will be this years
Men's Flag Football Champion? Will it be you?

Golf anyone? All USD stu
dents, alumni, faculty/staff and their
families are invited to participate in this
years first Intramural special event.
Participants of all skill levels are en
couraged to participate . This is going
to be a day full of fun, excitement and
prizes. Who could resist? Friday,
September 22 at 3:30pm we t-off to
begin an exciting day on the course.
Scramble, Team, and individual
divisions will be offered to all partici
pants. There will also be a men's and
women's closet to the pin and longest
drive contest.
Teams can either be all men, all
women, or co-rec. All interested par
ticipants must sign up for times at the
EM/Recreation officelocated at the Sports
Center. An entry fee of $7.00 a person
will be collected at the Golf Course.
Don't miss out on a great day of golf.
LOCATION:

CR 4 X 4 Team Volleyball
Thursday, September 14, 5:30pm
Have you had a chance to enter your team into the CR 4X4 Team
Volleyball league? No? Well, what are you waiting for? Entries are due
TODAY at 5:30pm. You better hurry or you are going to miss out.
This is going to be a great event to start off the year. What an honor
to be the first Intramual Champion of the year! You better go sign up right
now before you forget.
For all the students, faculty, and staff who are interested in
participating in this fun and exciting event all you need to do is come to the
IM/Recreation office and sign up. If you can not find a partner to play with
come to this meeting on Thursday, September 14 at 5:30pm at the IM/Rec
office and we'll find you a partner. Matches will be played on Monday and
Tuesday evenings from 7-10pm.
Don't miss out, sign up today before 5:30!!!!

ENTRY
DEADLINE: Thurs, Sept. 21, 5pm
T-OFF TIMES: 3:30pm
DIVISIONS: Scramble, Team,
Individual
GREEN FEES: $7.00 per person

Employment

Officials
still needed
Earn some extra money.
Become an intramural official.
Upcoming events include:
Volleyball

contact IM/Rec office

Football

contact IM/Rec office

Soccer

meeting Sept. 20, 5pm

Softball

meeting Sept. 27, 6pm

Information meetings
for intramural activities
Thurs. Sept. 14, 5:00pm

CR 4 X 4 Team Volleyball

Thurs. Sept. 14, 5:30pm

M/W Speed Soccer

Thurs. Sept. 21, 5:00pm

MAV 3X3 Basketball

Thurs. Sept. 21, 5:30pm

Golf Tournament

Thurs. Sept. 21, 6:00pm

For more information contact the Intra
mural office at 260-4533.

Tecolote Canyon Golf
Course

Important Information

Men's Flag Football

Football
has
started, you must be
thrilled, you've been wait
ing all year for this, right? Wrong, not
all of us are thrilled that football is here.
Some of us are waiting for basketball,
that's right basketball. (If they don't go
on strike!) Guess what? All you basket
ball fanatics are in luck. The IM/Recre
ation department is so considerate of all
you basketball players that we are offer
ing a 3 X 3 Basketball league this fall.
Starting Wednesday, September 27 the
Intramural department will be offering
a 3 week league for men and women.
Entries will close in one week,
Thursday, September 21 at 5:30pm. All
entries will be accepted at the IM/Rec
office between the hours of 9am-5pm.
Play dayswillinclude Wed. and Thurs.
between 7-10pm and play will begin
Sept. 27. You've got one week, so gather
your team and sign up.
Don't wait to long!!!!!

Men's and Women's
Speed Soccer
Soccer fans get
ready, speed soccer is ap
proaching soon. You only
have one more week to get your team
together. So start talking to your friends
gather up a group and get signed up
The IM/Recreation Office will be ac
cepting entries until September 21 a
5pm.
Speed Soccer teams will consis
of six players on both men's an
women's divisions, at least five tea
members are needed to begin the game
Roster limit for this event is 16. Re
member teams which are in need o
extra players can pick up players at th
information meeting on Thurs. Sept.2
at 5:pm. All other participants who d
not have a team and are interested i
playing can also form a team at th
information meeting on Thursday.
Remember you only have on
more week to sign up for your team
Play will begin Sept. 25 and playin
times will be from 6-10pm on Mondays
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays.
Get on down to the IM offic
and sign up today.
ENTRY
DEADLINE:
DIVISIONS:
LEAGUE
PLAY:

Thurs. Sept. 21, 5:pm
Men's and Women's

5 week league,
plus playoffs
PLAY DAYS: Mon., Tues., Wed.
ENTRY FEE: $25.00 per team
ROSTER
16
LIMIT:
For more information contact the IM/
Rec office at 260-4533.
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Aerobic schedule

Sport/Recreation clubs

Get fit: Drop in aerobics is underway

Sport clubs are those clubs which participate at a high level of compe
tition. These clubs require substantial member support in the areas of
fundraising, dues, and personal insurance. Sport clubs generally practice two
or three times a week, have volunteer coaches, and compete against other college
club teams.

Come in and join our drop in aerobics classes any day of the week. The
IM/Recreation department is offering a variety of aerobic classes for everyone to
enjoy. Whether you are interested in participating everyday or just want to
relieve some stress once in a while these aerobic classes are here for you.
For only $20 a semester you are eligible to participate in as many classes
as you would like. Some of the classes include: Step, High-Low, and Faculty/Staff
(low impact). Classes will be offered in the Sports Center's exercise room and
gymnasium.
To join the drop in aerobics program stop by the IM/Recreation office, pay
a $20.00 fee for your card and you are set to go. Don't miss out on great
opportunity, sign up now! Classes have already begun so you better get going.
For more information contact the IM/Recreation office at 260-4533.
Class Type

Days/Time

Begin

Place

AM Aerobics

Tue, Thurs
8:15-9:15am

9/5

Gym stage

Step Aerobics

Mon, Fri
4-4:50pm

9/11

Exercise room

Tue, Wed, Thurs
4-4:50pm

9/12

Exercise room

Fac/Staff (low impact) Tue, Thurs
Aerobics
5-5:50pm

9/13

Exercise room

Step Aerobics

Mon, Wed
5-6pm

9/13

Exercise room

Step & Hi-Low

Tue, Thurs
7-8pm

9/12

Gym stage

Mon, Wed
8-9pm

9/11

High-Low Aerobics

Step Aerobics

Gym stage

For more information contact the IM/Rec office at 260-4533.

Sign up soon, it might be too late!

Open Recreation Classes
You are in luck, there are still some recreation classes open for the
semester, but you must hurry, drop/add ends tomorrow. Wouldn't you like to
take a recreation class, learn a skill you always wanted to leam and still get credit
for it. Well, this is your lucky day. The Recreation department still has thirteen
classes that haven't been filled. That's right 13!!! And it's not too late to sign up.
If you are interested in taking the classes for credit, make sure you go
through the drop/add procedure. If you are interested in taking non-credit you
must sign-up at the Recreation office located at the USD Sports Center.
A brief description of all recreation classes is located in the Recreation
magazine. Find a class that you like and sign up by tomorrow. If the class is
closed, talk to the instructor, as many of our instructors will let a few extra
students in their classes.
Sign up soon, before it's too late!!! Drop/add ends tomorrow.
Open classes include:
1. Advanced Scuba
2. Swim Conditioning
3. Karate Multi-level
4. Tai Kiwou Do
5. Mountain Bike Co-ed
6. Backpacking
7. Archery
8. Fencing
9. Begging Tennis
10. Int/Advanced Golf
11. Co-ed Volleyball
12. IM Officiating
13. Beg/Multilevel Racquetball

CPR/First Aid Certification
Saturday, October 7
Sign up at the IM/Rec office.

$59.50

CLUBS:

CONTACT:

Men's Lacrosse

Brody Hufmann

Women's Lacrosse

Cheryl Bulletin

Men's Rugby

Chad Seber

Men's/Women's Volleyball

Mark Cruz

Surf Team

Bill Anderson

Water Ski Club

Doug Kincart

Snow Ski/Snow Boarding Club

Olga Mahia

Roller Hockey Team

Tim Metzler

Wrestling Club

Matt Strauhal

Men's/Women's Water Polo Team

Kevin Dan-

Recreation clubs are special interest activity clubs that are open to the
entire campus. The clubs are organized to present social interaction, skill
development, andoccasionally less competitive activities. You can join a
recreation club any time during the year and participate in any of their special
events, meetings, social gatherings, and competitions.
Ultimate Frisbee Club

Dr. Mike Mayer

Synchro Swim Club

Katy Palmer

Cheerleaders

Kass Maniatas

Karate Club

Patrick Calderon

If you are interested in signing up for a club, or would like to speak
to a member in person. There will be sign up tables in front of the University
Center on Monday, September 18 through Friday, September 22 from 10am1:30pm.

Wrestling

Open facility hours

Wrestling Club
Meeting

USDSportsCenterfacility hours
can change weekly and on some occa
sions daily. Make sure to keep yourself
updated on open facility times, and
what is available for you.
Did you know you have the
opportunity to use any one of these
facilities during open recreation hours?
Swimming Pool
Lap Swimming
Rec play

Did you wrestle in high school?
Do you miss those days? Come join the
USD Grapplers! The Wrestling Club is
holding their first informational meet
ing Tuesday September 19th in UC104
at 4:30pm. No experience is necessary.
Everyone is welcome. Call Matt or
Phong for details at 260-7655. See you
there!

Lockers/towels
Are you tired of going to work
out everyday and having to carry all
your stuff with you? Well I have a great
idea. Come by the IM/Rec office and
check out a towel, locker or both.
Clean towels can be checked
out for a minimal $1.00 rental fee per
semester. Turn it in when you are
fininished and get a nice clean one for
the next day. Lockers can also be used
on a daily basis for free or for a $5.00 fee
you can reserve a locker for the semes
ter. Come by the IM office and check
one out.

Gymnasium
Basketball
Volleyball
Badminton
Ping Pong
Weight Room
Tennis Courts
Outdoor Handball Court
Softball Fields
Hockey/Indoor Soccer Rink
Recreation Fields
Outdoor Basketball
Grass Volleyball
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TYPES OF CLASSIFIEDS

COSTS:

Personals
For Sale
Rentals/Roomates
Employment

125 characters, 1 week - $7
each additional 20 characters - $2
15% discount on orders for 3 concecutive weeks,
25% discount on orders for 6 concsecutive weeks r

Wanted
Sen/ices
Announcements
Greeks

"Want a Spiritual Gift?" Call (619) 2778060 (Recording changed Daily) Sunday
Service 10:00am. Linda Vista Presbyte
rian Church 2130 Ulric Street, SD

Mission Beach Oceanfront. lbd, in 3
bedroom town home, small room, great
view, female preferred. 282-4691

Unique Find Dogpatch half mile to
USD lbd, 1 bath condo. Spacious.

All classifieds due by 5p.m. Friday prior to publication
Late submissions are subject to 40% service fee
20% discount with USD I.D.
Purchasese can be made in person at the VISTA office, the U.C.
Ticket booth, by telephone 260-471

Kitchen, Garage, Tennis Courts. Reduced
NOW $79,900 to $89,900. Contact J.D.
Dudek Broker (619) 294-8696
$5,000 - 8,000 Monthly Working distrib
uting our Product Brochures. Get Paid We Supply Brochures. F/TorP/T. For
Free Info Write: Director 1375 Coney
Island Ave., Ste. 427, Brooklyn, NY 11320
Earn $500 or more weekly stuffing en
velopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. J27, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.

"If you have built castles in the air,
your work need not be lost.
That is where they should be.
Now put the foundations under them."
—Henry David Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
• Study abroad in Seville, Spain, or London, England,
for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year
• Courses in liberal arts and international business
• Fluency in a foreign language not required
• Home-stays with meals
• Field trips
• Financial aid applies (except for summer session)
Program Costs:
• For tuition, room, board and field trips
• In Seville, Spain
$5,225 (fall or spring) for Wisconsin residents
$5,475 (fall or spring) for non-residents
• In London, England
$4,395 (fall), $4,635 (spring) for Wisconsin residents
$4,645 (fall), $4,885 (spring) for non-residents
Application deadlines:
• April 1 for summer session
• April 30 for fall semester
• October 15 (Seville), November 15 (London) for spring semester
For a program description and an application, call toll free:

1-800-342-1725

MUSIC
VIDEOS
SPORTS

TheaDnewTecoloteBar
"OA

J7 JTVMX. JL JL

MlISIC
V1DEOS

SPORTS

Come in for the best drink specials in town

Mondays

Monday Night Football
$ 5.00 Draft Pitchers

Every Thursday is
^^
College Night

PERFORMING
IN CONCERT:
•ZIGGY MARLEY
•INNER CIRCLE
•SHACGY AND RAYVON
•STEEL PULSE
& MANY MORE!

'DoUar\
^Nighty

Friday

a — SANDRA BERNHARD

Exclusively at:

^

15 de Septiembre, come celebrate Mexico's
Independence day
.75 cents Tequila shots 1.25 Vodkas all night

INiTED/iRTiSf^p
Horton Plaza

475 Horton Plaza
(619) 234-4661
San Diego

Saturday

STARTS SEPTEMBER 15TH
CALL FOR SHOWTIME INFORMATION

TRIIVEDIA PRESENT A RANDY ROVINS FILM
THE REGGAE MOVIE
MUSIC SUPERVISOR STEPHEN STEWART EDITED RV OLIVER PETERS MUSIC EDITOR DANA MEEKS AND TOM LEWIS
PRODUCTION DESIGN HOWIE ROGERS EXECUTIVE PRODUCER LOUIS ROSENBAUM JUD MARK SHEBSHAIEVITZ
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER JANICE BOURG AND KELLY KESTER PRODUCED IV RANDY ROVINS AND RICARDO CHIN DIRECTED iv RANDY ROVINS
UITHJ/SMSIY-THMTB AND

ATRIMEDIA RELEASE

lasei disc available fram

fT* PIONEER
OP ARTISTS

presented in
11 DOLBY SURROUINO

$ -50 Drafts 7.00 till 8.00 pm.
$ I 00 Wells $ 1.00 Drafts
all night starts at 8 pm.

j

Ultimate Fighting Championship VII
$ 1.50 U Call It. 6pm.
The wall came down ! Finaly we have

EXPANDED

F1 Tprnlnfp

6110FriarsRd. l/2mileWestofl63Tel:998-0709

ICtUIUlC L e s s t h a 1 m i l e a w a y , n e x t t o N . Y . P . D .
CALL 998-0709 FOR INFO.

OUTLOOK

USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment. Volume 8. Issue 2.
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RAVE
Outlook Editor

The U. S. Grant hotel was as impres
sive as I thought it would be. Over
whelming almost. I didn't really know
what to expect.
I was going to interview Angelina Jolie
and Jonny Lee Miller, the stars of United
Artist's up-coming release "Hackers," a
fast-pace cyberpunk thriller. Directed by
Ian Softly, "Hackers" displays the great
power computers can give young minds.
I knew I was late. My photographer
was nowhere to be found. I had not seen
the preview. Things were not going well.
As I entered the huge lobby, Teresa,
the "Hackers" promotions representitive,
greeted me kindly and led me to the
eleventh floor.
Jolie and Miller waited for me in a
small suite. Teresa offered me a Pepsi.
How could I refuse?
Both Jolie and Miller are relatively
unknown, and new to the rush that star
dom so often brings. Along with new
ness, they both exhibited a freshness,
and unjaded view of what acting, and the
"business" was really like. Before I knew
it, we were in a deep conversation...
Outlook: I want to know about the people
behind the faces.
Jolie: We're really the same person. We're
just two actors out of work, right now
caught up in this whole junk. I mean it's
the first time this has happened to the
both of us. It's weird to hear myself talk
about myself to other people, and not
just in my head.
Miller: The funny thing is that the movie
happened a long time ago, and we have
to talk about it like it was last week. So
you have to go back and try to remember
what exactly happened.
Outlook: How long did the film take?
Miller: About three months.
Outlook: So let's go back to before the
film. Angelina, you were in New York?
Jolie: Yes. I was approached by the cast
ing director of "Hackers," and, I guess,
she had seen me before, so she phoned
me for an audition. I got a phone call,
then another one, then I got the phone
call.
Outlook: But Jonny, you have quite a
different story don't you?
Miller: Well yes. I had been doing the
ater and television work in England for
the past four or five years. I had got along
with a few casting directors quite well,
this one laidy in particular. It happened
to be someone Ian knew. The thing is Ian
looks all over the place for his actors.
Jolie: That's one of the good things about
the job, everybody is totally different, I
mean from different parts of the world,
then they come together for the briefest
time, then it's gone forever.
Outlook: Sieze the day.
Miller: Carpe Diem
Jolie: You really begin to appreciate life

HECTOR ROBERTS/ VISTA

Angelina Jolie and Jonny Lee Miller chat about their latest film, "Hackers,' a cyberpunk thriller.
in a different way.
Outlook: So it sounds like you all got
along quite well?
Jolie: Yeah, I think so.
Outlook: OK, let's just say for a minute
that this movie does take off completely,
it's a box office smash, you guys get
totally famous and rich, what next?
Jolie: Well I think it would give me a
better chance to get the jobs I want. You
never really know what kind of scripts
are going to come your way, and if you
are more well know then you have a
better chance of getting what you want.
Outlook: What would be the perfect
script for you?
Jolie: I don't know. Something I've not
done, something I have not become yet,
something I could work to become.
Miller: Something good, something that
has good qualities to it. Yeah, as long as
the script is good really.
Outlook: Well, what if the part was good,
but thescript was bad, would you still do
the part?
Jolie: It really depends, if the story was
somehow lacking, or just a weak script,
then I doubt it.
Miller: I meansometimes you read scripts
you're not crazy about, then they call
you back and you speak to the director,
and his ideas are fabulous. The first time
I read hackers, I was not too thrilled
about it, but then I met Ian, I liked his
ideas. I liked what he wanted to do with
it. So I was all for it.
Outlook: So what is it like to be involved
in a major motion picture?
Jolie: First it's weird to be walking down
the street and see your face plastered
against a billboard. You think it's this
big joke, that you have somehow fooled
the world. You hope that you did your
job well, and after you can laugh about it,
but when you are working you don't
think about that. The only difference is
that the world can see you, it's not just in
your diary, locked away somewhere.

Outlook: If you really think about it mov
ies are timeless. I mean this thing is going
to go down in history, whether or not it
is good or bad. It is a reflection of who
you are at this moment.
Miller: Yeah, what is important, espe
cially when you are young is that every
thing you do is work in progress. You are
always looking at what you did sort of
with a critical eye. What was good?
What could you do better? You tend to
see what your limits are. And you push
them.
Outlook: Like how?
Miller: Well, for instance, we found our
selves in the weirdest places, a subway
train in the middle of Brooklyn, or on top
of the Empire State Building, or inGrand
central Station on skates.
Outlook: Some bizarre situations!?!
Jolie: Yea, I mean there were weird cos
tumes, and weird sets. The whole scene
in the end when we get together was
bizarre. We were under water, kissing,
that was funny.
Outlook: Why?
Miller: Because when they yelled action,
you had to take a deep breath, swim to
the bottom of a fourteen foot pool. I had
to hook my foot up to this big weight,and
then be full of energy as we're taking
each other's clothes off, and be as roman
tic as you can. Your lungs are screaming,
so you race to the top and gasp for a
breath of air. Then they would have to
set up another camera, so you would get
out. At this point we were in England in
the middle of November, where the tem
perature was really low. So we would
freeze for a little while, then jump back
into the water, with our wet clothes on,
and do it all again.
Outlook: It brings up an interesting
question. What is it like to be intimate on
the screen?
Jolie: It depends on the people. If you
haven't gotten to know each other be
forehand you might take it the wrong

way, but if you have, and you think of it
as just working, it's OK. You can get into
it and have some fun with it.
Miller: Yea, there was this one dream
sequence as well we filmed, and they
were asking us what we wanted for the
scene, you know music or something
else. So we picked some really loud,
heavy music. You're in the middle of a
shot, and there's fifteen people all look
ing at you.
Jolie: You definitely don't fall in love!!!
Things had gotten to where the topic of
conversation was just getting steamy.
But the mood was suddenly broken by
my photographer who burst on thescene
to take some pictures — what timing!!!
The interview continuedOutlook: So, it was hard to be intimate?
Jolie: Actually I think it's harder to be
intimate after the scene, in your own
personal life, because there are some
times15 peopleinside your head and out.
Suddenly the room is so small with just
one person, besides you.
Outlook: Maybe that's a reason why so
many stars have problems with their own
relationships?
Jolie: Of course! I mean how can you
expect tobe dating someone, and then go
off to pretend you are in love with some
one else?!?
We talked about the differences in roles
for both of them, differences in action,
and emotion, about the pace of things
going on around them,
then
Millerbrought up a good pointMiller: You just have to keep your head
together. Just because you are sitting in
a beautiful hotel room, talking to people,
it doesn't mean anything. Tomorrow, I'll
be sleeping on the floor of my friends

see HACKERS on page 7
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Sound

compiled by Reginald H. Fouche

Music... In a complete and total surprise, most of the big money acts won MTV Music Awards. In a concession to at least some popu
lar will, TLC, who had recently went bankrupt while on tour, won some awards as well... Ministry frontman Al Jourgansen was
arrested in his Texas home, and is charged with possession of heroin. Ex-Ministry member Mike Scaccia was also arrested in the
street that same day due to fitting the description of an armed robbery suspect. Police have also accused Scaccia of possession of
heroin. Subsequently, they searched Jourgensen's home where authorities say heroin and cannabis was discovered. Jourgensen was
released on $7,000 cash bail, while Scaccia is out on a bail of $2,500 ... REM singer Michael Stipe has been seen in a "very close
friendship" for a while now with Echobelly's frontwoman Sonya Aurora-Madan ... Stipe is not the only one seeking out Echobelly;
Madonna has been trying to sign the British group to her own label, Maverick, but has been turned down by Aurora-Madan... Time
Warner's involvement in gangsta rap is coming under increased scrutiny this week. CBS will air a minute-long commercial on Sep
tember 16, promoting the release of the Tha Dogg Pound's debut album "Dogg Food." The rap group has become the latest flash
point between Time Warner and its rap division, Interscope/Death Row records. Time Warner is expected to severe its links with
Interscope/Death Row records before the release of the controversial new album in October.
Campus ... The USD Theatre will hold auditions for three student-directed comedies next Thursday. Juniors Derek Teaney and Megan
Kelleher and Senior Samantha Swaim will each direct a one-act play to be presented in Shiley Theatre later this semester. Auditions
will be held next Thursday, September 14 from 7 —10 p.m. and Friday September 15 from 4 —7 p.m. Four women and five men are
needed for the whole production. Sign-up sheets are on the Shiley caliboard, next to the stage door. Scripts are on reserve in the Fine
Arts office, Camino 176. Callbacks will be held on Saturday, September 16 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. For more information, call the The
atre Arts Department.

Rancid
And Out Came The Wolves

Epitaph Records
Rolling Stone recently called
Rancid "the world's third larg
est punk band," a title they will
not soon be relinquishing judg
ing by their newest and most
radio-friendly release, And Out
Came the Wolves.
The album title's origin seems
unclear, but theaforementioned
wolves could quite easily be the
tightly-woven Bay Area punk
community who have turned
their backs on Rancid now they
have "sold out."
This is ironic considering two
things. First off, Rancid has not
"sold out." Regardless of radio
airplay or thefickle attentions of
MTV, Rancid is still conducting
their business on an indepen
dent label, Epitaph Records.
Granted, Epitaph is the largest
indie label in existence, but they
still function under the indepen
dent ethic.
Secondly, Lint and Matt of
Rancid are former members of
the extremely influential and
foundation building East Bay
Area band Operation Ivy, one of
the first bands to fuse Ska and
politically-oriented Gilman-era
punk.
But the origin of the album's
title is actually less ambiguous
— And Out Came the Wolves
comes from a poem by Jim
Carroll.

Mega

Rancid returns to their Op
eration Ivy roots on this new
album, with several ska-flavored
tracks and a few flat-out ska
tunes. The album opens with
"Maxwell Murder," a loud, me
lodic punk barrage reminiscent
of their first album.
Much of the rest of the album
is similar to last year's "Let's
Go" — lotsof chord-heavy midtempo numbers with "whoahwhoah-whoah, yeah-yeahyeah" sing-along choruses.

Track three, "Roots Radicals,"
was previously released as a
seven-inch last year, and re
ceived some airplay then. It re
places "Let's Go" as as this al
bums feel-good, sing-along
power ballad.
The next track, "Time Bomb,"
is a perfect example of what
makes this album so different
from Rancid's previous efforts.
It's a solid, straight ska piece,
complete with an organ solo that
recalls the Specials. Operation

Ivy were always good at captur
ing a true, powerful ska sound
without the help of horns, and
Tim and Matt obviously haven't
forgotten how to make that
work.
Other standouts include the
furious sing-alongs of "Listed
MIA" and "The Way I Feel," the
melodic yet depressing "Ruby
Soho" and "The Journey to the
End of the East Bay," a song
about the glory days of Opera
tion Ivy and whathappens when

a scene consumes itself.
"Disorder and Disarray" is an
other good fast one, with a neat
ska riff/ guitar solo in the
middle.
Overall, it's a great album,
with the typical Rancid unread
able lyric sheet andacoverphoto
that has some sort of Minor
Threat significance.
I've always liked Rancid, and
this album's massive commer
cial success doesn't change that,
the music remains the same.

— ALLISON VALLERGA
1
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Welcome to the nervest feature of Outlook! Mega
bytes is here to take the mystery out of computers
ami to help you cruise the information superhigh
way.
Get ready for the Hackathon, presented by United
Artists, where the bad get busy, hi support of UA's
upcoming release of "Hackers," opening September
15, UA is sponsoring a global competition against the
clock to be first person to complete a special game
site. The site will open at exactly 3 p.m. (PST) on
September 12 and will remain open only 24 hours.
The winner will receive a new computer system. The
URL for the website is http://www.mgmua.com/
hackers
It's time for some WebOVision? San Diego's

compiled by Reginald H. Fouche

WebOVision, producers of the popular San Diego
Media Page, has a new World Wide Web address to
go surf in: http://www.webovision.com/media - so
update your URLs gang. Besides providing links to
local newspapers, television and radio stations, as
well as entertainment ventures in town,
WebOVision also has links to media sites around the
globeAlong with those cool sites on the Web, there are, as
well, the non-profits sites on the Web. The TMJ
Foundation is one of those sites. Dedicated to
helping people suffering from disabilities or disor
ders of the jaw (TMJ: temporomandibular joint), the
small organization have had a Web site for almost a
year now. Their URL is http://www.tmjfound.com/
-sbroock/index.html.

While the U.N. Women's Fiasco, er Conference,
continues, the Women's Net is providing
detailed coverage of the proceedings, as well as
the reaction of the Chinese government's
security forces. The Women's Net is also giving
people a chance to air their views on women's
issues and other concerns. Their URL is http://
www.womensnet.org/beijing/

The Women's Net is part of the Institute for
Global Change, based in San Francisco.
Founded in 1986, IGC is an umbrella group that
provides technical assistance to link on-line
activist groups like EcoNet, PeaceNet, LaborNet
and the Pesticide Action Network.
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Pretty and Twisted (Concrete Korn, KMFDM, and God Lives
Blond's new band), Fri. Underwater, Sun., Sept. 24th, 8:00
Sept.15th, 9:00 pm Belly Up Tav pm, SOMA live, call 239-SOMA.
ern, 143 South
Cedros Ave,SolanaBeach .*
M.I.R.V., Dirtclodfight (good and
loud!) and Gern Blanston, Mon.,
Blink, 7 Seconds (legendary Sept. 25th, 9:00 pm, Casbah, 232punk rock), The Blue Meanies 4355 for info.*
(ska-punk crossover act from
Illinois) and Shades Apart, Sat. Presidents of the United States of
Sept. 23rd, 8:00 pm, SOMA Live America, Dag, and Slider , Sept.
(only 5 minutes from school!) 27th, 8:00 pm, SDSU campus, 2205305 Metro St.
TIXS for info.

Spend Your Time
Dodging Rays

No Knife, Pee, aMiniature and Phish, Sept 28th, 6:30 pm,
The Nephews (more good Embarcadero Marina Park South,
punk rock 'n roll) Sat. Sept. 220-TIXS for info.
23rd, 9:00 pm, Casbah, 2501
Ket+ner Blvd.*
* 21 and over

•HACKERS
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Instead Of
Catching Them.

not actors.

continued from page B

Outlook: But can't that be dangerous as

apartment. That's what is important. If
you want to be a good actor, and be able
to portray roles well, then you have to
know about real life. You can't expect to
be driven around all the time in big cars,
going from party to party. That's not real
life. Movies should be about real life. If
you are not based in reality, you can't
hope to portray anyone with any real
conviction.
Outlook: Important to do it well?
Miller: That's why a lot of our friends are

well? Can you go too far for a part?
Jolie: You can get lost in it. If you think
you are that person when you are hot, the
when you are not, you become nobody.
If you don't have your balance, then you
don't know who you are.
Outlook: Have you ever felt that way
before?
Jolie: I have probably felt frightened that
I could be that way, or I got sidetracked
and didn't know what was going on. I
had people telling me what or who I was.

ULTRAZONE—San Diego's most innovative, state-of-the-art laser tag game—has
arrived. Enter the ZONE, a subterranean city from the far future, where you'll experience
unbelievable acoustics, mind-blowing special effects, and heart-pumping competition.
Come see what all the excitement is about

THAT'S RIGHT. THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR
ONE FREE GAME.
JUST PRESENT IT TO THE CASHIER
BEFORE YOU PAY.
FIRST-TIME PLAYERS ONLY. ONE COUPON PER PERSON.
ASER

ADVENTURE

COUPON EXPIRES 9/20/95. ZONE EMPIRE AUTHORIZATION: USDV

ULTRAZONE *THE ULTIMATE LASER ADVENTURE

Glasshouse Square 3146 Sports Arena Blvd., Suite 21, San Diego, CA. Phone: 221-0100

GMAT
496-3324 GRE
LSAT
50% OFF MCAT
ALCAL'

Classes begin Sept. 9
for the Oct. 21 exam.

T-Shirts * Sweats • Shorts • Specialty Items

Dec. schedules now out!
Classes begin Oct. 21
for the Dec. 9 exam.

•• Special discounts for USD organizations.

•• Run for students, by students.

Don't trust your organization's
shirts to anyone but

ANY HAIR SERVICE •

WAVELENGTH
H A I R

P R O D U C T I O N S

Walk-ins Always Welcome!
Hours: Teus-Fri 9am-7pm; Sat 9am-5pm or call for an
appointment.
3745 Fifth Avenue (2 blocks south of University Ave.),
Hillcrest

299-2740
'First-time clients only. Ask for Andrea. Offer expires October 15, 1995

Ask about our new 8-wcek
Mega - LSAT course!!

April MCAT schedules
now available.

Welcome back to school!
Small Classes, Great Instructors, and Up-to-Date Materials
have made us the fastest growing program
in the country. For information on our 95-96
class schedules, give us a call today!

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

(619) 558-0500
(800) 2-REVIEW

E-mail:palrick.sandiego@ review.com

The Princeton Review ii not affiliated with Princeton U. or ETS.
For ten preparation that doesn't suck, give us a call.

